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1 Interview with Dawood Ahmed Kala [DAK] (DOB 
06/11/32) on 12/08/2000 
 
DAK came to England on 18th December 1960. He left behind a wife 
and two young children. He was aged 27 years. He arrived by plane, 
Air France, from Rangoon to London. The ticket price at the time was 
around 4000 Kyat and this was borrowed from family and friends. He 
got to Kings Cross Train station and boarded a train for Bradford. The 
one-way ticket price was about £2 and two shillings. His belongings 
included one suitcase and £7. His destination in Bradford was 13 St. 
Andrews Place, Bradford 7. When he arrived at Bradford Train Station 
the taxi drivers assisted him with his luggage and dropped him off to 
13 St. Andrews Place and did not charge him. He said the local 
people were very helpful, friendly, hospitable and even respectful. 
 
A Mr. Somloo, who originated from Madras, and already had lodgers 
living there, owned 13 St. Andrews Place. This place was jointly 
owned by Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha. It was a 6-bed house 
with 6 to 7 lodgers resident. All the lodgers were young men and 
included other Barbodhians.  He paid 10 shillings per week as rent. 
 
His first job was working in a woollen mill and he worked here until 
he departed for Bolton. He worked from 1960 to 1965 at Daniel 
Illingworth and Sons (Bradford). His weekly wage was £8 per week 
and if overtime was to be done on Saturdays then this would 
increase up the wages by £1.20 for 4 hours work. 
 
In 1961 DAK bought his first house at 27 Cobden Street, Bradford 7, 
for which he paid £285. Money was borrowed from friends. The 
house had 1 bed, an attic and a cellar with an outside toilet. 
  
Bradford at the time, as now, was mainly Punjabi and Pakistani in the 
make up of the South Asian communities. 
 
Also there were no shops at the time that catered for the religious 
and dietary needs of the Muslim community. Chickens were bought 
from the farm and were then “halalled” (ritually slaughtered to be 



made permissible to eat) at the home. Around 1962/63 saw the first 
grocery shops and halal meat shops in Bradford. 
 
In 1963 DAK’s wife and two children joined him from Burma. This 
was the year of “Beatle Mania” as his wife always recalled. 
 
In 1965 DAK went to Bolton. His house hunting took him to various 
parts of Bolton including viewing large houses along Chorley New 
Road. These were not purchased because of the size, price and the 
location. 
 
Eventually he bought a house at 26 Isabel Street, Bolton. This was 
bought for £403, 11 shillings and 0 farthings. It was bought from an 
elderly woman and the purchase price included the furniture. Some 
money had been saved up and he received £125 for the sale of his 
house in Bradford to a Pakistani family. Other money was borrowed 
from Barbodhians.   
 
Why Isabel Street? The reason was that in the street lived other 
Barbodhians. They included Hussain Dawood Patel (came from 
India), Ebrahim Yusuf Patel (came from India), Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha 
(came from Preston), Ahmed Cassim Patel (came from India), 
Dawood Ahmed Patel (came from Bradford), Suleman Moosa Patel 
(came from Bradford), and Ebrahim Ismail Patel (came from 
Bradford) to name but a few. Other Barbodhians also lived in the 
surrounding streets. 
 
He came to Bolton via the local roads across the Pennines because at 
the time there was no M62 motorway. A van was hired in Bradford 
and his belongings were brought over. 
   
DAK’s first job after moving to Bolton was with Alder Spinning 
Company, which was based on Clyde Street, Leigh. It was a 45-hour 
per week job and consisted of winding. The rate of pay was £18 per 
week. Leigh was about 8 miles away and a company bus used to pick 
up workers from Bolton. The pick up point was at a bus stop on 
Derby Street, near to the junction of High Street.  
 



DAK and his family were certainly not living in comfortable 
conditions. Because there was no bath in the house the family had to 
go to the baths to wash themselves. Soon after he bought the house 
he had bathing facilities fitted in the outhouse. The toilet was of 
course outside. 
 
In 1969 DAK bought a car, a Hillman Imp for £125, but remembers 
that he had an Austin motor vehicle before this in Bradford.   
 
His intention was to come over to England to work for a short period 
and to go back home. But as soon as the family arrived and the 
children started their education here and with no future in Burma, he 
decided to stay.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2 Interview with Dawood Mohammed Kala  [DMK] (DOB 
21/7/37) on 27/08/2000 
 
DMK’s original decision to migrate was partly due to advice given, in 
the form of a letter, sent to Barbodhan by Murhoom Ahmed Cassim 
Patel. In this letter Murhoom Ahmed Cassim Patel advised people to 
come to England, as there were numerous job opportunities there.  
 
DMK came to England from Burma in June of 1962. Like many other 
Barbodhians his first experience of this new country was a place 
called Bradford in Yorkshire. He spent a couple of months in Bradford 
before moving to Bolton some two months later. 
 
The reasons given for this move, from Bradford to Bolton, was that 
there more job opportunities in Bolton and also there were other 
Barbodhians already living there. 
 
In Bolton his first lodgings was on 140 Deane Road, which was 
owned by Murhoom Isaac Yacoob Atcha. At the time there were 
about 20 other men living in this property.   
 
DMK’s first job was with Balms on Bradford Street. It was general 
assembly work in a plastic factory. His pay was £6 and 6 shillings and 
he worked there for two years. The money earned paid for rent, bills 
and food. Disposable income was sent back to India to support family 
there.   
 
DMK also worked at Sap (UK) Ltd. where other Barbodhians worked 
and he worked there for 3 / 4 years before going to India for one 
year. 
 
He remembers that signs used to be put up by employers in Gujerati 
and Urdu, which clearly read “NO VACANCIES”. A message to 
potential employees or the unemployed to stay away. A message, 
which could be unlawful nowadays but certainly was not then. 
 
DMK was renting property at the time in Morley Street and Isabel 
Street and other surrounding streets. 



 
The first couple of years were difficult and DMK explained how 
terribly homesick he was and he wanted to return to India. 
  
DMK says “that white people were very friendly and nice at the time”. 
On one occasion he goes on to explain how on a cold and snowy day 
DMK got lost. He was not only directed but also accompanied home 
by a white gentleman, for which he was very grateful. 
 
In 1969 DMK bought his first house. It is the house where he and his 
family still live in to this day. The address, 24 Peace Street. 
 
DMK had some money saved up for this and obtained a mortgage. At 
the time the house cost him £1,000 and was quite expensive 
compared to other house prices in the area. DMK wanted this house 
for a number of reasons. The Zakaria Mosque had been established 
in 1967 and was backing off on to Peace Street.  
 
Also the house unlike others had a garage and also the luxury of 
indoor toilet/bathroom. But the garage was not used to store a car 
in! The garage was used to cook food for weddings and for catering 
purposes on a large scale. It was also used by the Jamaat (gathering 
of Muslims) to cook their food.  
 
The house had to be bought because his wife and 4 children were 
due to arrive in 1969. So in a two bed property slept six along with 
other close relatives who also lived there for some spells. So it was 
quite overcrowded from day one. At one point DMK stated that 13 
people lived in 24 Peace Street. 
 
DMK remembers that at the time all the community stuck together to 
help each other out. People were not materialistic as they are 
nowadays. He also went to say that the winters were particularly bad 
in those days. When snow used to fall it fell in inches.  
 
In terms of Salaats these used to be prayed at the makeshift mosque 
in Walter Street before the Zakaria Mosque was established. Eid 
Salaats were prayed in the Drill Hall and at Silverwell Street Sports 



Centre. There were also some reports of Eid Salaats being prayed in 
the middle of a park in Bolton. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3 Interview with Suleman Moosa Patel [SMP] (DOB 
26/04/27) on 14/09/2000 

 
SMP came to England on 24th December 1956. He was the first 
Barbodhian to come over from abroad.  
 
People living in Barbodhan or those living in Burma were not aware 
that SMP had actually gone over to England. When elders of the 
community found out, there was some advice that was given to him 
and others thinking of following his footsteps and that was that he 
should steer clear of alcohol. Others were even more cynical and they 
stated that SMP had gone abroad to “walk the English man’s dog”. 
 
SMP was actually encouraged by another Gujerati Muslim friend 
Mehmood Kazi to come and work in England via a letter. 
 
Having established himself in England, SMP being a very early arrival 
also wrote to people like Dawood Gulam Nalla and Idris Dawood 
Patel to come over as well. The former never did come over but 
assisted many people with financial help. 
 
SMP came over from Rangoon, Burma on a KLM flight. The ticket 
price was 2,400 Kyat and Dawood Gulam Nalla lent this to him. The 
money was repaid very quickly. 
 
Bradford was the place that was to greet SMP and he lived in the 
Bradford 7 area with 8 other Muslims in a rented property as lodgers. 
Other Muslims living with him were all Gujerati. But as I mentioned 
he was the only Barbodhian. 
 
Having spent 9 years in the Bradford area, SMP then decided to 
move to Bolton. And it was in July of 1965 that SMP joined Dawood 
Ahmed Patel in Isabel Street, Bolton. 
 
Along with his wife and their son they lived at Dawood Ahmed Patel’s 
for about four months. No rent or lodging was paid and it was purely 
out of friendship that he lived there. 
 



SMP’s first main job in Bolton was at Tootal Mill where he was a loom 
sweeper and his wage was around £20 he recalls. 
 
From Isabel Street he moved to Kent Street, just off Vernon Street, 
to a property owned by Hashim Yusuf Atcha and again he stayed 
there, because he was related, for a couple of years. 
 
In 1968 SMP bought 31 Maybank Street, Bolton for £550. This was a 
typical terraced property with outside toilet and it was here he lived 
until the family departed for Coventry in 1978.     
 
SMP states that English people living in Bolton were very “friendly 
and nice”, more so than the locals in Bradford. 
 
Like many others he recalls that snow used to fall in many inches and 
life was not easy. It was very cold in the winter months and the work 
was not easy either. They all had to rely on public transport, as car 
ownership was virtually unheard of.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4 Interview with Hussain Dawood Patel [HDP] (DOB 
24/10/26) on 20/09/2000 
 
What was fascinating about interviewing HDP was that he had kept a 
diary and record of exact details over the years. 
 
HDP came from Rangoon, Burma and his flight ticket cost about 4000 
rupees. He did not have to rely on borrowing money off any body. 
 
HDP came to England on 16th October 1961 and the next day he 
found himself in Preston. A few days later on 19th October 1961 HDP 
was in Bolton. He stayed at an address that we are familiar by now 
and that was 140 Deane Road. Living there at the time were four 
other Barbodhians including HDP and they were Ahmed Aboobaker 
Adia, Yacub Ibrahim Patel and of course the owner Murhoom Issac 
Yacoob Atcha. The rent he paid was £1 per week.  
 
A few months later he moved to 159 Mayor Street and then a few 
weeks later to an address in Levy Street, number 1. 
 
On the 26th April 1962 HDP moved to 35 Delph Street, Bolton. Other 
Barbodhians also lived there and they included Murhoom Ahmed 
Eusoof Patel. 
 
There was a period then for a year when HDP left Bolton and 
ventured to Gloucester and stayed there for about a year before 
moving back up North. 
 
When settling back in Bolton it was the Derby ward that he found 
himself in and it was in July 1964 that he moved to 41 Walter Street. 
This house was bought for £500 and was a typical 2 bed terraced 
property.  He stayed there for three years and then moved to the 
street up the road, which was Isabel Street.  
 
This was in 1967. The number of the house was 48 Isabel Street and 
this cost him £400 and was bought from a local Barbodhian Dawood 
Ahmed Patel. 
 



In 1975 he moved to his current address at 19 Howcroft Street, 
Bolton. 
 
HDP’s family moved to England in 1965 and therefore the first house 
the family stayed in was in Walter Street, Bolton. 
 
The Employment history of HDP was as follows: - 
 
6/11/61   FS Shorrock   Bolton 
4/01/62   CG Calbreck   Bolton 
18/07/62   Sir John Holden  Bolton 
22/04/63   RA Lester   Gloucester 
1964    Bury Cotton Mill  Bury 
1965    Eagley Mill   Bolton 
1972    Wolfenden Mill  Bolton 
1975    Victoria Mill   Horwich 
1976    Swan Lane Mill  Bolton 
 
The main reason for emigrating to England was economic. 
 
He came to Bolton because he was aware of other Barbodhians 
already living there. At one stage he did move to Gloucester because 
of increased employment opportunities. Here though he mainly 
worked in the foundry and paper mills. 
 
He cited high house prices as the reason for moving back to Bolton 
and he was glad that he did make that decision. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5 Murhoom Ahmed Eusoof Patel [AEP] (DOB 14/11/1922 – 
11/01/2000) 
 
The following extracts are taken out of Deane, Derby & Daubhill, 
Asian Community News and Writing Magazine. Issue number 3 
Spring/Summer 1988. I am grateful to authors Hanif Mulla and Bill 
Flynn for the reproduction of this. 
 
AEP is the only person who was not alive at the time of writing. But I 
felt that his case study needed to be mentioned for many reasons. 
He was one of the first to arrive in Bolton and his house was used 
often as a stepping-stone for others. He was also a very influential 
person who many looked up to. In my view he was a leader. 
 
“One day, people were gossiping that so and so’s son is in England 
earning high wages and his family is well-to-do. But to go to England 
by plane, costs a lot of money. Nobody knew, at the time, that 
because India was part of the Commonwealth there were no 
restrictions on travel to England. You could just buy a ticket and fly, 
land at the airport, walk to the gate, show your passport, get it 
stamped and walk out to get a train at the station. The travel agents 
knew, but they kept it to themselves so they could charge more for 
their services. I found out by writing direct to the British Embassy. It 
was like this up to June 1962 when new immigration laws restricted 
entry to relatives of those already here. 
 
The people who came raised money from relatives or sold agricultural 
land, some deposited their land with the moneylenders and borrowed 
the money off them. They arrived here with the addresses of those 
from the village who had come here before and went straight to 
them. They were welcomed and given co-operation in such things as 
registering with the D.H.S.S. in order to get a job. If I don’t forget, it 
was £2.17 per week in 1961 and out of this we had to give 10s.0d. a 
week to the landlord for rent and £1.00 for food. Most of us went 
looking for jobs by walking round factories from 9.00am to 3.00pm. 
Everyday it was the same, get up walk all round and come home and 
ask the others how they had done. If someone had got a job, he’d 
help us by lending us money to send home to our families. This was 



how we lived by co-operation and helping each other. At one time we 
had to live ten to twelve to a house, when more people got work 
they shared the money to buy other houses. In that way houses 
increased as well as the new people increased up to June 1962. With 
saving, borrowing and a lot of help, people were able to buy their 
own homes and call their wives and children over here. 
 
The new immigration laws in 1962 were because times became slack 
and there was a shortage of jobs, so new people were not needed. 
Even educated people could not get good jobs, but we had to 
because the land deposited with the moneylenders, (in order to 
borrow the fare over here), was being claimed by them and we had 
to feed our families. I tried my hardest to find a good job and went 
to many towns in search of it, but I failed. I accepted a dirty job, 
which no one else would willingly accept. I worked as a labourer and 
cleaner in the cotton mills and did as much overtime as I could get, 
in order to buy a house and call my family over. 
 
In my job, I proved myself as a useful, trustworthy, hard worker and 
my works manager insisted that I bring an unemployed friend to this 
mill to work like I did. After a year or so I got a better supervisory 
job and by working in this way I realized that my children would not 
like working this way. If you don’t want to drag your children into this 
kind of job, you must sacrifice yourself to give them a good 
education until they can go no further and not run after money by 
making them leave school to look for work. 
 
Anyway, I called my eldest son from India when he was eight and 
admitted him to school. I went to work and looked after him as well. 
As I used to live with my friend and a relative, it was not such a big 
problem for my child to be left without me sometimes. But I cared for 
him well and took an interest in and supported him in his education. 
Then my wife came in 1966 with three daughters and two sons”.  
 
AEP ends his account in the magazine by saying the following “ Also 
do not forget to remember God, whatever your religion, because 
without the help of the Almighty, you can’t achieve anything”. 
 



Although he is no longer present here with us we can all remember 
him in our prayers. Ameen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6 Interview with Hafsa Ebrahim Atcha [HEA] maiden name 
Hafsa Eusoof Atcha (DOB 06/06/32) on 1/10/2000 
 
This was my first interview with a woman. Along with my mother, 
Salima Dawood Kala, and a few others, HEA was one of the first 
women to come from Burma/India. 
 
This obviously meant that her husband Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof 
Atcha arrived before her and that was some six months earlier than 
HEA. 
 
HEA came from Rangoon, Burma in 1962 and was one of the families 
who started life in Preston at 64 Bedford Street. The family had one 
son, at the time, when they came from Burma. Another son was to 
be born in Preston, which is where they lived for two years until they 
moved to Bolton. 
 
In 1964 they moved to Bolton and the reason for moving was that 
jobs were hard to come by in Preston. When they first moved to 
Bolton they lived at HEA’s brother’s house at 10 Pool Street, just on 
the outskirts of the town centre. Obviously no rent or lodgings were 
paid whilst the family stayed there. And this is where they stayed for 
about a year. 
 
In 1965 they bought a house in Isabel Street, number 31. This cost 
them at the time £350 and they had to pay a £50 deposit. Two 
daughters were born there. HEA also explained that it was her and 
her husband who encouraged Dawood Ahmed Kala to purchase a 
house in Isabel Street when he was moving from Bradford.  
 
Their next move was to 303 Derby Street in 1968 and this cost the 
family £1,000. The property no longer stands there and was 
demolished. Their next and final move was 392 Derby Street, which 
cost them £5,000. 
 
HEA said that they lived, at the time, in the sixties in hard times. She 
said that the toilets were outside and even then they were old style. 
There were no washing machines so as in India/Burma the clothes 



had to be hand washed. Coal fires used to exist and then paraffin 
heaters. She also said that it was colder in those days. 
 
Because houses at the time had no baths/showers they had to 
improvise and create makeshifts baths in the outhouse, remembering 
that the men had an opportunity to go to the baths for a wash. 
Women did not and therefore it was essential that something within 
the comfort of their own homes was created and that is exactly what 
people did. 
 
I asked HEA why all the people I had interviewed so far had come 
from Burma and she responded by saying that a Barbodhan Waqf 
Trust used to exist and they assisted people by borrowing them 
money for flight tickets. 
 
There were times when her husband was out of work, like many 
others in the early part of the sixties. “For a couple with one child we 
used to get £7 from Labour”. 
 
The family used to send money to India and they used to manage to 
send something regularly. HEA had to work hard. She used to sew 
clothes in the house. She also used to feed up to 12/13 men, who 
had to pay of course for the cooking services of HEA and her cuisine. 
These men were mainly of Barbodhan background and were probably 
married but their wives and children were in India/Burma.   
   
But in the early days there were not many women about and she 
used to think of home a lot. There was little or no halal meat. Once 
every fortnight Tahir Hussain Ghanchi used to go to the farm to get 
live poultry. Instead of meat they used to have canned vegetables, 
which meant quite a staple diet with little variation. 
 
Because HEA’s husband arrived in 1962, I asked if they had 
encouraged any other friends/relatives to come over and she replied 
that Usman Eusoof Atcha, her brother, was actually written to in 
India. A few months later after receiving their letter he also arrived in 
England.  
 



HEA said that in the sixties she felt safe and secure living in England. 
She mentioned that you could leave your front door open and 
unlocked at most times and need not worry. The folk were friendly 
and she cannot recall instances where she felt abused or threatened 
in any way by the local English people. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



7 Interview with Ayub Mohmed Adia [AMA] (DOB 20/06/37) 
on 15/10/2000 
 
The following are the words of AMA. He took time out to type this 
out himself. 
 
“I was born in village Barbodhan, District. Surat. India. In June 1937. 
I went to school to study Gujerati. When I was 14 years old my 
father called me to Rangoon, Burma because he wanted me to study 
English. So I went with my elder relative to Burma. I went to register 
my name in the school. But the school was closed for summer 
holidays. But there was another school open for night classes so I 
went and registered my name there. I studied English for 10 years 
form 1951 to 1961. My first job was as a typewriter mechanic at the 
Globe Typewriter Co. Maung Talay Street, Rangoon. I worked in this 
company for 10 years up until 1961. 
 
Then in 1961 I wanted to come to England to make a better life for 
myself. I came to England in the month of August 1961, with my 
friend. We arrived at Heathrow Airport. At that time in England there 
was no immigration restrictions. If you were born in any 
Commonwealth country and you had a commonwealth passport then 
you could come to the UK. 
 
From the Airport we came to Euston train station and our destination 
was Preston. The reason for Preston was because we had a contact 
and an address of a friend who was already settled there. The next 
day we went to the Employment Department to register our names. 
They told us that we would get £3, 10 shillings and 0 every week 
until we got jobs. The Assistant Board at the time also helped us with 
the rent, which was £1 a week. The food was cheap and we could 
live off the money available to us. 
 
My friend and I tried everyday to find any kind of jobs. But at the 
time unemployment was very bad. We could not find a job for about 
3 months after we had arrived. My first job was at Courtaulds in 
Preston. It was a textile mill and I started as a winder. My wage was 
£17 weekly. I worked in this company for three years. 



 
I then got another job at Leicester Office Equipment based in 
Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. Again the wage was £17 weekly. I 
worked here for about three years. I then wanted to come back to 
the north because a lot of friend and relatives had settled in Bolton.  
 
I came to Bolton from Cheltenham and I got a job at Sir Richard 
Arkwright Co. Ltd. (Tootal) on Adelaide Street, Bolton. My job was a 
Ring Jobber. I had to look after the spinning machines and my wage 
was £20 weekly. I worked in this company for about 11 years until 
the company was closed and I was made redundant. At the time 
textile workers got wage increase of £1 every year. I later got a job 
at Holdsworth Ltd. China Street, Bolton. This was also as a ring 
jobber to look after spinning machines. I got £30 weekly wage here. 
I worked in this company for 6 months and that was the last job I did 
in England”. 
 
AMA like the vast majority of other Barbodhians came from Burma 
and the reason given was that the Barbodhan Waqf Trust was there 
to help the needy. AMA though did not rely on the trust and instead 
received financial help from his brother-in-law. He borrowed money 
from him and later paid him back. The ticket price was around 4-5 
thousand rupees. 
 
The friend that he came with was another Barbodhian, Murhoom 
Ahmed Aboobaker Adia. Together they settled first in Preston at 
another Gujerati Muslim’s house where other Barbodhians had 
already settled. 
 
AMA also said that the early periods were fairly difficult, as there was 
little in terms of employment with plenty of “no vacancies” signs up. 
 
He came back to Bolton from Cheltenham because there were no 
other Barbodhians there apart from in nearby Gloucester. Also he 
explained how he suffered in terms of a lack of appropriate halal 
food. 
 



AMA came back to Bolton in 1967 and his list of temporary addresses 
were as follows: -  
 
8 Pool Street, Bolton at Osman Eusoof Atcha’s 
 
10 Pool Street, Bolton at Yacoob Ismail Adia’s 
 
11 Birkdale Street, Bolton at Ahmed Suleman Raja’s (by this time in 
1969 his wife had arrived) 
 
21 Howcroft Street, Bolton at Ahmed Moosa Patel’s 
             
In 1969 he bought his first house at 13 Walter Street, Bolton. It cost 
him £300 and he had to pay £100 deposit. The remaining £200 was 
agreed to be paid off at £2 per week, without interest. It was of 
course a typical terraced without a bathroom so AMA had to build a 
bathroom outside, which was adjoined to the toilet. 
 
The English people were not nasty and were not particularly friendly 
either. Having said that he felt over his working period he did not feel 
that he suffered from any discrimination or “colour bar”. 
 
Excerpt from Our Commonwealth: Our Home Exhibition 
(2002) 
 
Ayub was born in 1937 in Barbodhan, a village in Gujarat, northern 
India.   
 
His father had a 20-acre farm, cultivating wheat and rice.  Servants 
farmed it while he worked away in Burma, a trader selling aluminium 
pots in the markets of Rangoon.  The family, like many in the village, 
were much-travelled merchants – Ayub’s grandfather and uncles 
owned a clothes shop in Mauritius. 
 
In his village school Ayub was taught only Gujarati, and so when he 
was fourteen his father summoned him to Burma, to learn English.  
There he found a daytime job as a typewriter mechanic, and for the 
next ten years he attended night school. 



 
I stay both things…In the daytime, the job working - eight 
hours working - and, at night-time, going to the school two 
hours ….Yes, very long day…..Every night  for ten 
years… 

 
In 1961 he felt the urge to come to England. 
 

I had friends coming here….I been to the airport to say 
goodbye… Then they write to me…say - “England very 
nice…You come here. …And the factory very nice… And 
the money you can make - better four times than India 
and Burma…In one week, what you make in one 
month.”…So I want also to come to England to make a 
better life here… 

 
In August 1961 he arrived in England.  He had brought only £3 with 
him from Burma and, out of this, he had to pay for his train up to 
Preston.  He took the night train, arriving in Preston tired and cold at 
4 o’clock in the early morning. 
 
The very next day, he registered at the Employment Office, where he 
was told he would receive £3.50 a week until he found employment. 
 

One pound rent to landlord…One pound to eating, for 
food….One pound still in your pocket…Very very cheap 
then, everything, at that time…. 

 
He stayed in a small house where seven other people were living.  
They shared the beds on a shift-basis. 
 

Somebody is working on a nightshift so, in the daytime, 
they go to work and somebody come and sleep here in 
that bed… 

 
Very quickly he had to learn how to cook. 
 

When we come here, we even don’t know how to fry the 
egg, so my friend – when he come home from work – he 



cook ……We go looking what kind he is doing…And we 
learn from my friend… 

 
The first thing Ayub learnt to cook was “chapatti and the rice and the 
curry”. 
 
For three months, he went from factory to factory, enquiring about 
vacancies. 
 

Every day when we get up after breakfast, we go out, 
looking for work… Everywhere, “No…Come back in a 
month.”……….First time when I come here, I feel very 
happy…But after, few weeks later, I feel sad…I don’t find 
work.  

  
But eventually he got his first job – in a Courtaulds’ textile mill.  
There were many other Asians working there, as well as Italians, 
Poles and Maltese.  He worked as a winder for six months, and was 
then transferred to the spinning department, where he stayed for the 
next three years. 
 
In Preston, at that time, there were no mosques. 
 

Only we pray in the house…And some festivals like Eid, 
we go to a big house to pray.….One time we have to pray 
in the Preston Park outside…About 6-700 people…And it 
was snowing that day!…In December…….The English 
people, they very interested…The Evening News come, 
they photograph us…They write down the story - that the 
Indian have prayer in snowing time.  

 
In 1967 he moved to Bolton.  A great number of friends and relatives 
had recently travelled there from India and Burma.  Job prospects 
were good in the town, with a lot of work in the textile mills.  A year 
later, Ayub married Maryam, from his home village, Barbodhan.  He 
bought a house for three hundred pounds. 
 



The house owner say, “You give me £100 deposit, and 
the £200 without interest. ……Then girl come every 
weekend…take £2 every week.” 

 
Ayub found a job at the Sir Richard Arkwright mill – a Tootal’s mill – 
in the spinning department.  He worked there for the next ten years.  
Early on he was promoted to the post of ‘ring jobber’, responsible for 
maintaining the machinery.  For this he had to receive training from 
the incumbent ring jobber who was about to retire.   
 

I am put with old fellow to learn everything…Frank 
something…A small fellow…He used to chew 
tobacco…He teach me everything. …They choose me 
because I was a typewriter mechanic before.… Also they 
say, “Your mind also working very nice, so you will learn 
quickly.”……I learned easily - about six month time, 
everything.… Then the old fellow is coming part-time in 
the afternoon, looking I do everything all right. 

 
Ayub enjoyed working at Tootals - they paid well enough;  there was 
a factory shop where you could get discounts on clothes;  you could 
take Indian food to the canteen and warm it up;  and he had many 
friends there he could talk to.   
 
But in 1980 the mill closed.  It was an old mill and the factory would 
be moving to Ireland.  The manager informed the workers six 
months before closure.   

 
So everyone very sad…And some of our Indian people 
they cry also…They ask me, “Where will we find a job?” 

 
With the recession biting deep, many failed to find new jobs.  For six 
months Ayub managed to find work at Holdswoth’s mill, but then he 
was laid off.  Unemployed and unable to find work, his health broke 
down.  He contracted tuberculosis.  It was two years before the 
illness finally cleared, but then almost immediately he fell seriously ill 
again, this time with stomach ulcers and high blood pressure.  Due to 
ill health, he has never been able to work since. 
 



He had always enjoyed working. 
 

Because in this country, if you are not working, your body 
is very cold…When you are working, your body is getting 
warm… 

 
But he is happy he settled in Bolton. 
 

People very nice in here…Very friendly. …...But 
everywhere I go, I like it.…India, Burma, 
England…Everywhere. 

 
He has many relatives now around the town. 

 
About 15-16 houses……….And from our home village, 
Barbodhan, about 500 houses also in Bolton. 

 
Ayub’s sons were born here.  Ebrahim in 1969, and Maqsood, three 
years later.  Early this month of May 2002, Ebrahim became a 
councillor, elected for the Derby ward in the local elections.  He is 
one of only three Asian councillors in the town.   
 
Ayub has been back to India just once since leaving – in 1975 when 
his father was very ill. 
 

We got some land…My grandfather bought it…We still 
got it…A lot of field, about 20 acre, and a house… 

 
I miss India because it’s my country and I born there… I 
miss it, yes, and I want to go…some time, yes…If the 
God give the life…. But not to live…..To visit.  (5) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



8 Interview with Mohammed Hanif Eusoof Rawat [MHER] 
(DOB 22/02/43) on 15/10/2000 
 
Before I start I must mention that MHER was the person responsible 
for providing a number of photographs that are included in this 
booklet and I am grateful that he has given me permission to use the 
photographs. 
 
MHER came from Burma in December of 1961 to England. He came 
via Pakistan International Airways from Rangoon, Burma. He was 
also another person who did not rely on the Barbodhan Waqf Trust. 
Instead he received help from his brother who gave him money for 
his flight ticket. The price of the ticket was around 4-5 thousand 
rupees but he cannot remember exactly. 
 
MHER travelled together with another Barbodhian who settled in 
Preston, Ismail Moosa Atcha. Together with one other person, he 
came by taxi from London Heathrow to Preston. The taxi cost each 
passenger £30. The rough weekly wage at the time was around £15 
and the state provided about £3 in benefits. So in terms of cost it 
was very expensive. 
 
In Preston they got off at 26 Tuition Street at another Gujerati 
Muslim’s house. But other Barbodhians were already living there. 
They included Dawood Hussain Atcha, Tahir Hussain Ghanchi, Yusuf 
Hussain Ghanchi and Ahmed Eusoof Patel. He stayed here free 
without paying for lodgings or boarding. 
 
Two months later he went to Bradford and the main reason was that 
at the time the employment market in Lancashire was fairly 
depressed. He went to seek work in Bradford. His destination was an 
address you have been quoted earlier and that was 13 St. Andrews 
Place, Bradford 7.  
 
It took MHER some 6-7 months before he eventually found 
employment. In the meantime he said that the social paid him £3 per 
week. This was sufficient to pay for rent, food and enough to save 



and send to India to his mother’s. He spent around 3 years in 
Bradford before deciding to move to Bolton in 1964. 
 
His first address where he lived in Bolton was 22 Kent Street, which 
was owned by Hashim Yusuf Atcha. He also found work relatively 
quickly at Sap (UK) Ltd. in Farnworth. His wages for working night 
shift was £17. At this address he spent two years before moving to 
48 Isabel Street at the home of Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patel. He 
spent a further two years here before moving to his brother in laws 
at 35 Cross Ormrod Street, Bolton. 
 
In 1967 MHER went to India to get married. In 1969 he came back to 
England at the same address.  
 
In 1969 his first job after returning from India was at Alder Spinning 
Company in Leigh. 
 
Eventually in 1971 MHER bought his first house at 60 Cross Ormrod 
Street for £700. He said that it was a council mortgage. 
 
His neighbours were both white and very helpful and he encountered 
no problems.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



9 Interview with Mohammed Yusuf Atcha [MYA] DOB 
(30/04/40) on 09/12/2000 
 
MYA was a relatively late arrival and came to England in 1967 from 
India. The exact date was 15th January 1967. He arrived by an Air 
Sabina flight and landed at London Heathrow Airport. The money for 
the flight ticket was paid for by his father. 
 
Once landed at Heathrow MYA was collected by Ebrahim Yacub Atcha 
and his destination was 112 London Road, which was owned by 
Ebrahim Yacub Atcha. From London Euston they caught a train for 
Preston. 
 
MYA lived at 112 London Road for just 1 week before moving to 
Bolton. At the time there were three other Barbodhians living at the 
address. 
 
His first night and first few months were spent at 41 Walter Street, 
which was owned by Hussain Dawood Patel. No rent was paid and he 
also used to get his meals provided for. It was at this address that he 
stayed until June 1967 when he moved back to Preston. 
 
During the short spell that he had in Bolton MYA’s first job was at 
Mansel Hunt Paper Mill. His wage was £10 and 10 shillings. 
 
At the time there was no mosque in Bolton, as Zakaria was bought 
but was undergoing some work and renovation. So Salaats were 
prayed at 43 Walter Street. 
 
MYA liked Bolton compared to Preston because there were more 
Barbodhians living in Bolton.  
 
He strongly felt that, as a relatively late arrival he did not have to 
suffer the hardship others had to face particularly those who came in 
the late 1950’s and early 1960’s.   
 
 
 



It’s a small world 
 
Mohammed Yusuf Atcha, affectionately known as “butchu sani” was 
walking out of the post office in the middle of Bolton town centre in 
1974. As he was leaving an elderly English gentleman was walking 
into the post office. Mr. Atcha held the door open for the English 
Gentlemen to which he responded with a thanks and then in Hindi 
said, 
 
“Aap kaha se ayeh, India or Pakistan” (Where do you come from 
India or Pakistan) 
 
Mr. Atcha was slightly astounded as here was an English person 
talking in Hindi.  
 
Mr. Atcha replied “Meh India se ayeh” (I am from India) 
 
The elderly gentleman then said “Aur India se kaha se ayeh” (Where 
abouts in India are you from) 
 
Mr. Atcha assumed that the gentleman would not know specific 
villages and cities and so replied “Meh Bombay se ayeh” (I am from 
Bombay) 
 
The gentleman then probed further and asked Mr. Atcha “Aur 
Bombay se kaha se ayeh” (Where abouts in Bombay are you from) 
 
Mr. Atcha replied “Meh Gujarat se ayeh” (I am from Gujarat) 
 
The man then asked “Aur Gujarat se kaha se ayeh” (Where abouts in 
Gujarat are you from) 
 
Mr. Atcha replied “Meh Surat se ayeh” (I am from Surat) 
 
The man then asked “Aur Surat se kaha se ayeh” (Where abouts in 
Surat are you from) 
 



Mr. Atcha was shocked as here he was in the middle of Bolton town 
centre having a conversation in Hindi with an English gentleman.  
 
Mr. Atcha said “Meh Barbodhan se ayeh” (I am from Barbodhan). Mr. 
Atcha then started explaining where the village of Barbodhan was in 
geographical terms to Surat. “It is some nine kilometres west of 
Surat ………” . Mr. Atcha was stopped in his tracks by the gentleman 
who said “Meh jhar ta hoo” (I know it well) 
 
As they got to know each other, the gentleman said that his name 
was Mr. Jackson and that he lived near the Bolton central fire station. 
Mr. Jackson went on to say that he was based as a soldier or civil 
servant in India and Burma. He frequented the village of Barbodhan 
as there was massive lake there where they used to go swimming, 
diving, fishing, shooting to name a few of the leisurely activities. 
 
Mr. Jackson said that he had many photographs of this part of India 
but unfortunately Mr. Atcha never met this gentleman again as they 
failed to exchange personal details.  
 
To conclude what a small world we live in. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
10 Interview with Ismail Suleman Atcha [ISA] (DOB 
16/09/31) on 22/12/2001 
 
At the age of 29, ISA left Burma to come to England. He arrived on 
20th March 1961. The flight was from Rangoon (Pan American 
Airlines). The ticket price was paid by his Uncle Murhoom Dawood 
Ghulam Nalla who was also his employer at the time. They had a 
large wholesale outlet retailing aluminium tableware goods to small 
retailers within Burma.  
 
ISA arrived with a couple of other Barbodhians. They were Ismail 
Kadir Jeewa and his brother Murhoom Mehmood Kadir Jeewa, and 
they already had a brother Murhoom Ibrahim Kadir Jeewa and cousin 
Abdullah Suleman Jeewa in Darleston, West Midlands. This is where 
he stayed the first night on English soil and headed for Preston the 
following morning. Once in Preston he arrived at 112 London Road, 
Preston. This was Ibrahim Yacoob Atcha’s address and this was the 
first contact point, together with Murhoom Haroon Mehmood Patel’s 
address, for almost all Barbodhians who arrived in Preston. The 
following day he came to Bolton to 140 Deane Road, Murhoom Isaac 
Yacoob Atcha’s address. Like his brother’s place in Preston this was 
the first contact point in Bolton for Barbodhians. The above helped 
out a lot of people during this period in there time of need, giving the 
individuals the much needed break to settle in and adapt to the 
changing lifestyles, systems and challenges that lay ahead.  
 
It was in Bolton that he had his first taste of employment. A local 
textile mill within the Derby ward, which is no longer there. Due to ill 
health he had to give the job up as he had been suffering from 
bronchitis since 1954. Because of the damp and cold climate of this 
country, which did not help the situation, he went back to Preston. 
He worked at several places during the following period with other 
Barbodhians (1961-1963).      
Talbot Mill, Chorley (Courtaulds) 
A S ORR Mill Bamber Bridge  
Talton Mill, Southport (Carrington Viyala Branch) 
Joe & Bar, Preston 



His role at the above places ranged from Labouring, Weaving, 
Winding and Bleaching. 
He was lodging in Preston during the above period and all the 
landlords were fellow Barbodhians, Murhoom Haroon Mehmood Patel, 
Murhoom Dawood Hussain Atcha and Mohammed Ali Ghanchi.  
 
It was in 1963 that he decided to move down to south to a little 
place in Wiltshire called Mere Town. He worked as a kitchen porter at 
the Old Ship Hotel. This was a complete unique experience; working 
environment, location and the people were a complete contrast to 
the mill towns of Lancashire. As part of his employment conditions, 
accommodation and meals were provided. He was on a complete 
vegetarian diet for the duration of the stay, which was about 8 
months. This was because there was no halal meat with in the 
locality and he did not venture out much because he was on his own. 
 
He moved back to Bolton in 1964 where he was unemployed during 
this period. He was lodging at the following addresses. 
Usman Eusoof Atcha - Pool Street. 
Hussain Dawood Patel-Walter Street. 
Murhoom Ibrahim Eusoof Atcha- Isabel Street. 
Meals were provided at Haroon Suleman Raja- Ramwell Street.  
 
When he got back to Preston in 1965 he was lodging at 11 Primrose 
Hill at Mohammed Ali Ghanchi’s property. He stayed here till January 
1968. During this period his wife and son joined him from India, 
which was in July 1967. Also during this period he was working at 
Joe & Bar in Preston and Talton Mill in Southport. Places where he 
had worked previously. He bought his first property in January 1968, 
which was 16 Delaware Street, Preston for £800.00. He had most of 
the money and borrowed some from relatives. Also living in Delaware 
Street at the time was a fellow Barbodhian Murhoom Ismail 
Mohammad Limaliya with his family. 
He remained in Delaware Street until August 1971 and by this time 
there were two more introductions to the family, a boy and a girl. ISA 
also had lodgers and they were his brother Hashim Suleman Atcha, 
first cousin Mohammad Yusuf Atcha and a harijan from Barbodhan 



kali’das. ISA sold the property to a fellow Barbodhian, Murhoom 
Dawood Hussain Atcha. The family still remains at this property. 
 
In August 1971 the family moved to Bolton for good. The reason 
being was that his immediate family was residing there and the 
Barbodhan community was growing. He rented a property in Oak 
Street and this was where the final introduction to the family arrived, 
a baby boy. In December 1971 he rented a property in Isabel Street 
from a fellow Barbodhian Ishak Dawood Atcha. He later bought this 
property for £1000.00 in September 1973. 
At the time fellow Barbodhians were living in Isabel Street, They 
were 
Hussain Dawood Patel & Family, Dawood Ahmed Kala & Family and 
Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patel & Family. 
Between 1971-74 he was unemployed. From 1974 –77 he worked at 
the following mills around Bolton with fellow Barbodhians. 
Victoria Mill Horwich. 
Howe Bridge Mill Atherton. 
Laburnum Mill, Atherton. 
ISA went to India in 1977 for the first time in 17 years with the 
family. The main reason for going to India was that his dad had just 
passed away. 
His dad Murhoom Suleman Ismail Atcha was someone who was 
actively involved within Barbodhan. It was during his time as a 
trustee that the new Madressa was built. (May Allah reward him with 
success in the hereafter). 
ISA arrived back with his family in March 1978 and joined Kelly Bright 
Mill in Tyldesley. This was his last place of employment and he 
worked there until 1980. At this time they also left Isabel Street, 
which was under notice for compulsory purchase by the council. The 
street was demolished with several other streets in the area and it 
was an end of an era. From 1980-89 the family resided at the 
following addresses 17 Olive St, 42 Howcroft St and 22 Hopefield St. 
Also within this period his wife Fatma Ismail Atcha together with 
fellow Barbodhian Hawabibi Ibrahim Patel were employed by Bury 
Darul Uloom to supply chapatis. When they started they were making 
300 chapati’s a day and by the time they had finished it was 800 a 



day. The chapattis were produced at 27 Maybank St. Murhoom 
Ibrahim Patel’s property.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



11 Interview with Ahmed Suleman Atcha [ASA]  (DOB 
29/04/37) on 29/12/2001 
 

ASA left Barbodhan for Burma with fellow Barbodhians Murhoom 
Haroon Kasim Atcha and Hashim Yusuf Atcha. ASA arrived in England 
in 1962. Everything was prepared for him to come to the United 
Kingdom by his Uncle Murhoom Dawood Ghulam Nalla. The flight 
from Rangoon to London was with Pan American Airlines. Once in 
London the destination was Murhoom Haroon Mehmood Patel’s 
address in Preston; several Barbodhians were lodging at this 
property. 

 
ASA lived in Preston until 1966 and during this period he worked at 
several places. ASA’s first job was at a carpet warehouse in Preston, 
followed by a sweet factory in Southport. ASA also worked at Joe & 
Bar in Preston. A typical wage for a week was £10.00 gross and 
£15.00 with overtime. He was working with fellow Barbodhians at the 
above places. 
It was in 1965 that he got married by telegram. Fellow Barbodhians 
Murhoom Tahir Hussain Ghanchi and Murhoom Yusuf Hussain 
Ghanchi also got married about the same time. 
 
In 1966 ASA moved to Bolton. By this time his wife had arrived from 
India. They lived in lodgings with a fellow Barbodhian and his family, 
who was, Murhoom Suleman Ismail Ghanchi in Bamber Street. 
 
Also in 1966 he gained employment at Laburnum Mill in Atherton. 
ASA’s duties ranged from spinning, doffing and winding. ASA worked 
here until 1974. In 1966 he bought his first property at 5 Robert 
Stanley Street for £900.00, which was pretty steep for that time. The 
reason it was expensive was because it had an inside bathroom and 
a prefab kitchen. ASA said he got a corporation mortgage to pay for 
the property, which worked out cheaper.  
 
The following Barbodhians lived in Robert Stanley Street from 1966-
76. They were Murhoom Mohammad Moosa Atcha, Murhoom Ibrahim 
Eusoof Patel, Murhoom Abubakar Mohammad Adia and Murhoom 



Yusuf Dawood Kala. (May Allah reward them all with success in the 
hereafter). Robert Stanley Street was demolished in 1976.  
 
In 1974 ASA went to India and stayed there for 18 months. He 
arrived back in the UK in 1976 just 3 months before his dad passed 
away. The main reason for him coming back was Murhoom 
Mohammad Ahmed Atcha informed him that his property at Robert 
Stanley Street was under notice for compulsory purchase by the 
council. He received £4000.00 for this property and bought a 
property for £6000.00 on View Street. 
 
From 1976-92 he was in employment at the following Mills with 
fellow Barbodhians. 
Million Mill in Leigh. 
Kelly Bright Mill in Tyldesley. 
Swan Lane Mill in Bolton.  
At the above places he worked on the nightshift in the winding 
section. 
During this period he moved once more from View Street to 
Goldsmith Street.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



12 Interview with Ahmad Ismail Jeewa [AIJ] (DOB 
01/01/30) on 30/12/2001 

 
AIJ’s father left Barbodhan for Burma at the age of 15 in 1903. AIJ 
was therefore born in Burma. 
AIJ left Rangoon for London and the flight was with Pan American 
Airlines. He arrived in England on 30th August 1961. AIJ was one of 
the lucky one’s as his ticket price was paid by his dad. AIJ joined up 
with fellow Barbodhians at Ibrahim Yakub Atcha’s property, which 
was 112 London Road, Preston. He managed to receive help from the 
Assistance Board, which was approximately £3.00 per week. Ibrahim 
Yakub Atcha took him down to the Assistance Board. He moved to 
Darleston in the West Midlands a fortnight later. 
 
From 1961-64 AIJ mainly worked and lived around the Midlands. 
During this period he worked at the following places. 
Pothero Tube Company in Wednesbury. 
Doverston Limited in Darleston. 
Newport Council (South Wales). 
He worked and lived with fellow Barbodhians, Murhoom Hussain 
Mohammad Adia, Murhoom Ahmad Kassam Patel and Murhoom 
Hashim Eusoof Jina, (May Allah reward them all with success in the 
hereafter). The wage was £8-£10.00 per week gross. 
While working at Doverston Limited he managed to get an 
employment voucher for Ibrahim Mohammad Jeewa. It was on that 
voucher that Ibrahim Mohammed Jeewa came to England in 1964. 
In 1964 he worked in a hotel near Great Malvern for 7 weeks as a 
kitchen porter. He found his fellow colleagues very helpful and 
understanding and he enjoyed his working experience during this 
period. 
He came back to Bolton in 1964 and fellow Barbodhians got him a 
job at Eagley Mill. 
As a labourer he used to get £12.00 a week gross. AIJ was working 
with fellow Barbodhians Murhoom Ahmad Moosa Patel, Murhoom 
Ahmad Kassam Patel and Murhoom Yakub Kassam Patel. (May Allah 
reward them all with success in the hereafter). Hussain Dawood Patel 
was also employed there. AIJ was lodging at Washington Street, 
Bolton during this period with fellow Barbodhian Sikander Ghanchi. 



In 1966 he stayed at Bolton Royal Hospital for a hernia operation and 
was in hospital for a week.  AIJ also stayed at a rest home but for 
only one week because he did not like it.  
 
AIJ went to India in 1966 and came back in 1968. Thereafter AIJ 
took up employment at Wolfenden Mill with fellow Barbodhian 
Murhoom Ishak Suleman Patel. During this period he was lodging at 
fellow Barbodhian Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patel’s property in 
Isabel Street.  He went back to India in 1972-74. 
 
AIJ worked at Howe Bridge Mill, Atherton and Alder Spinning 
Company, Leigh. AIJ also bought his first property in 1978 in 
Maybank Street for £3000.00. AIJ’s family arrived in 1978, with his 
dad, who was 90 years of age at this time. He left his job in 1985 to 
care for his wife and has been doing ever since. They live at Auburn 
Street now since leaving Maybank Street in 1989; the property at 
Maybank Street has now been demolished.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



13 Interview with Suleman Dawood Nalla [SDN] (DOB 
23/04/39) on 01/01/2002 

 
SDN left Rangoon on the 21st June 1962 it took him 2 days before he 
got to London. The reason for this was that the flight from Rangoon 
was to Bangkok with Thai Airways and then he went from Bangkok to 
Paris via Calcutta, Bombay and Karachi with Trans world Airlines. It 
was with Air France that he made his final part of the journey from 
Paris to London. Once in London he made his way to Euston to catch 
a train to Preston and arrived at 11 Primrose Hill where he met up 
with fellow Barbodhians. 
 
SDN just arrived before visas were introduced for people coming to 
England from India. They came in to operation from about the 1st 
July 1962.  
 
SDN’s first job was at Preston Docks at a general warehouse 
company and the job was hard as it involved a lot of physical work. 
He left after a fortnight. He registered with the employment services 
where he received £3.35 if the landlord showed that he was paying  
£1.00 rent. If he paid less rent the amount of dole money would 
have been reduced. 
 
In 1963 he moved to Gloucester to join up with his uncle’s Murhoom 
Haroon Kassim Atcha and Murhoom Ibrahim Kassim Atcha. He 
worked at a local plastic company specialising in plastic covers. 
Within a year he came back to Preston and worked at the following 
places. 
AS Orr Mill, Bamber Bridge 
Joe & Bar Mill, Preston 
Ribble Leather, Preston 
 
He moved back to Gloucester to support his uncle run the 
grocery/halal butchers shop. 
It was at this time that he felt that he wanted to come to Bolton 
where there was a growing Barbodhan community. When he arrived 
in Bolton, fellow Barbodhian Abdul Hamid Mohammad Atcha got him 
a job at Sap UK Limited in Farnworth. He also worked at Laburnum 



Mill, Atherton with other fellow Barbodhians. It was during this period 
that he was lodging at fellow Barbodhian Yakub Ismail Adia’s house. 
SDN went to India to get married, which was in September 1967, 
and by this time he had become a British Citizen. 
 
When he came back from India in October 1968 he had a wife and 
child with him. They lived temporarily at Gibbon Street and the 
property belonged to Suleman Ibrahim Atcha, his father in law. He 
bought a property in 1969 on Gilbert Street for £450.00. In the same 
year he got a job at Alder Spinning Company in Leigh in the winding 
section. SDN worked there until 1975, when he went to Canada. Also 
during this period he sold the property at Gilbert Street for £950.00 
and bought a property on Maybank Street for £1600.00. This 
property had an inside bathroom and toilet, which was a luxury in 
those days. The whole property had an electric line but no gas; 
fellow Barbodhian Murhoom Isaac Ibrahim Atcha supplied the gas 
line for him. The family stayed here until 1975. He sold the property 
to fellow Barbodhian Murhoom Mohammed Jeewa (Maurisia Mota) for 
£2500.00.  
 
The family moved to Canada in 1975. During this period Canada’s 
immigration system was relaxed and they were accepting immigrants 
especially from the commonwealth countries. SDN made an 
application to call his brother Iqbal Dawood Nalla from Barbodhan 
but this did not work out and the family returned back to England 
after 14 months. It was during this period that several Barbodhians 
moved to Canada. 
 
When they came back they stayed at Suleman Ibrahim Atcha’s 
property, his father in law, on Deane Road for some time. He then 
bought a property on View Street for £3000.00, paid £2000.00 in 
cash and the balance was paid by monthly instalments. Later on he 
exchanged this property with his father in law who had a smaller 
property on Howcroft Street who also paid him cash on top. 
 
From 1976-1990 he worked at the following places with fellow 
Barbodhians. 
1976-78 Howe Bridge Mill, Atherton. 



1978-89 Kelly Bright Mill, Tyldesley.    
1989-92 Swan Lane Mill, Bolton. 
In 1989 the family moved from Howcroft Street, which was under 
notice for compulsory purchase and ready to be demolished. They 
then moved to 8 Hopefield Street, Bolton which is there current 
address. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



14 Interview with Hashim Yusuf Atcha [HYA] (DOB 
23/08/45) on 29/01/2002 

 
HYA came to England when he was only 17 years old. His journey 
started from the village of Barbodhan on the 3rd January 1962. His 
flight ticket price was £189 for a single ticket, which was paid for by 
his father. His journey took him to Calcutta first where he stayed for 
about 11 days at Arafia Musaffar Khana (Guest House). He then went 
on to Rangoon, Burma where he stayed for 2 weeks at the house of 
Dawood Nalla. From there he set off for England via stops at Dakka 
and Karachi. 
 
He said that in them days there were no modern aircraft and that is 
why the journey had to be made in stages. 
 
HYA’s intention of coming to England was for a holiday only and to 
visit friends. He said that he did not have to come to England to work 
because his family were relatively well off. 
 
On the 26th February 1962 HYA arrived at Heathrow airport where he 
stayed overnight at a friends house. The following day he boarded a 
train for Bradford. His destination was 13 St Andrews Place. His 
brother Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha jointly owned this 
property. Other Barbodhians were also living there and they included 
Dawood Ahmed Kala and Mohammed Hanif Yusuf Rawat. In Bradford 
there were about 10 other Barbodhians living there. 
 
HYA’s first job was at the John Pressman Mill, Preston Street, 
Bradford 7. His wage was £4 and 10 shillings per week. He used to 
pay rent of 15 shillings and used to cook his own food. He had leant 
how to cook from the other men that were living at 13 St. Andrews 
Place. 
 
For a brief period HYA also worked at Daniel Illingworth and Sons. 
 
In 1963 HYA bought his first house at 12 Cavendish Street, Bradford 
7, off Lady Lane. The house was bought for £650, with a £150 
deposit paid. The remainder was paid at £6 per month without 



interest. This was sold in 1964 and it was then that HYA moved to 
Bolton. 
 
The main reason was that the pay was better than in Bradford for 
comparable jobs and also because there were many other 
Barbodhians who had settled in Bolton. 
 
HYA first lived at 10 Pool Street, the home of Osman Eusoof Atcha. 
This was a three-bed house and other lodgers were also living there 
and they were Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha and Salim Atcha. His 
lodging partner here for three months was Yacub Laharia. 
 
HYA bought his first house at 22 Kent Street for £400. He paid a £50 
deposit and the rest was to be paid via a mortgage. 
 
He said that he had to work hard. His first job was at SAP UK (Ltd), 
Harrowby Street, Farnworth. He worked 6 nights, 8 hours a day. He 
worked here for a year and his wage was £19 gross, £12 net per 
week. 
 
In 1965 HYA bought a shop at 219 Deane Road from a G. Fowler. 
The shop was bought for £1,000 cash and Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof 
Atcha borrowed £400 to him. The shop was bought in partnership 
with his brother Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha with the intention 
to open a grocers/halal meat shop. This was one of the first halal 
meat shops in the Bolton area. The shop also sold general groceries. 
The correspondence for the shop was dealt with by Ebrahim Haroon 
Ghanchi, who despite living in Bradford, used to deal with the paper 
work. 
 
The chickens were halalled in Adlington at the farm owned by a Mr. 
Jim Jolly. HYA used to go himself to halal the chickens and Suleman 
Moosa Patel accompanied him. The meat used to be delivered from 
Bradford but for a brief period the meat did come from Wigan. 
 
HYA said that the shop was very popular and very busy amongst 
Muslims and non-Muslims from all over Bolton. 
 



In 1968 his wife Asia Atcha came over from India. 
 
In 1969 the partnership with his brother of the shop was dissolved. 
HYA tried to set up as a haulage contractor and due to a lack of 
experience failed in this trade. 
 
It was in this year that HYA bought a house at 152 Quebec Street for 
£700. This is where he stayed for about 5 years before moving back 
to 22 Kent Street in 1974. In 1975 the family then moved to 37 
Thomas Rostron Street, where other Barbodhians also lived.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



15 Interview with Murhoom Salim Ayoob Atcha [SAA] (DOB 
24/05/40) on 03/04/2002 

 
This interview took place with SAA more than 40 years since he came 
to Bolton. 
 
SAA came to England on 21st March 1962 via Rangoon, Burma. He 
paid for his own flight ticket and came on a Pakistan International 
Airways aeroplane. He came with another person by the name of 
Mohammed Moden (Rander) via Rangoon. 
 
His parents and family owned a company supplying aluminium pots 
and pans. This company was called AH Atcha and Co and was owned 
by Ahmed Hussain Atcha, Ayoob Hussain Atcha (his father) and 
Ebrahim Hussain Atcha. 
 
When nationalisation took place in Burma in 1964 his parents’ family 
business was lost and subsequently his parents and uncles went back 
to Barbodhan, India. His parents and uncles could not survive 
without an income and that was the reason for leaving Burma. 
 
When SAA first arrived he had difficulty in adapting to the weather, 
the housing and missed home. When he first came to Bolton in 1962 
there were very few Barbodhians as they were either in Preston or in 
Bradford. 
  
When he first arrived SAA used to eat at Hafsa Ebrahim Atcha’s 
house. There was no halal meat so they had to go themselves to a 
chicken farm on Wigan Road and “halal" the chicken themselves. 
  
SAA first arrived in Bradford at Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha’ 
property, 13 St Andrews Place at about 4.00 am and by 7.00am he 
was on his way to Preston to 120 London Road, owned by Ebrahim 
Atcha. He stayed here for about a month and then moved to Bolton. 
This was because he found employment at Holt Hosiery as a Knitting 
Machine Operator. His wages was £12 a week. Whilst in Bolton he 
lived at 35 Delph Street, which was owned by Murhoom Ahmed 
Eusoof Patel and he paid rent £1 per week. There were other 



Barbodhians living there and they were Aboobaker Adia, Murhoom 
Ahmed Aboobaker Adia, Usman Eusoof Atcha and Yacub Patel. SAA 
lived here for about 6 weeks before moving as a lodger to Wigan 
Road, Bolton. 
 
Here SAA lived with an English family by the name of Mr and Mrs 
Paddy and paid them £1.50 per week, but this included his own bed, 
own kitchen and own bathroom. Mr and Mrs Paddly treated him like a 
son and were very friendly. SAA shared his lodging with Arif Ashraf. 
 
SAA left Holt Hosiery to work at Balm England (Off Bury Road) but 
his wages were only £8 per week as his shift was not unsociable and 
not very long. There was a reason he chose this type of shiftwork, as 
SAA wanted time in the daytime to study.   
 
In 1962 SAA remembers the first Bhakrah Eid namaz (Eid Ul Udha), 
which took place at a Turkish Dance Hall on Bradshawgate. At the 
time there was no mosque and at the gathering there were some 30 
Muslims present including other Gujerati Muslims and Pakistanis. 
 
Around 1963/64 SAA used to go to Nevada Roller Skating Rink. He 
was the only Asian person who used to skate in those days and was 
treated like a friend and not an outsider. Around this time SAA also 
enrolled at Bolton College to do an auto mechanic course. Again he 
was the only Asian person on the course and he successfully 
completed this 2-year course.  
 
Around 1964/65 SAA set up a grocery business on St George’s Road. 
This was only the third of its kind in Bolton catering for the Asian 
communities. The property was rented from Yacoob Ali (Rander). The 
business did not work pout as SAA used to work and did not have the 
manpower or close relatives to help him out.    
 
Around 1965/66 SAA bought his first property in Bark Street for £50. 
The following year he bought another property on Derby Street for 
about £200. SAA also owned another property in the early 1970’s on 
Ellesmere Street. SAA and Mohammed Nissar Atcha jointly owned this 
and they allowed Yacub Adia to run a madressa there.       



 
In 1971 SAA went on a Government Training Course and studied a 
radio and TV course. 
 

SAA passed away in Canada on 13th October 2004. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



16 Dawood Yacoob Rawat profile sent on 01/02/2002 

 
“My name is Dawood Yacoob Rawat. I was born in Barbodhan, 
District Surat, Gujerat State in India. 
 
I came to England on the 4th December 1961. On my arrival in 
London, I realised I had somehow lost the addresses of my cousins 
who were staying in London. I travelled with two friends, Mr 
Mohammed Kotwal and Mr Hashim Atcha. They then suggested that I 
travel with them to Preston. We caught a British Rail train to Preston 
arriving in the early morning. 
 
I stayed at 26 Tuition Street, Preston which was owned by Murhoom 
Mamoo Rawat and Yusuf Rawat (two brothers). I was very grateful 
for their hospitality and for letting me stay in their house free of 
charge. I was also thankful to Murhoom Dawood Hussain Atcha and 
to Murhoom Taher Hussain Ghanchi for their hospitality. 
 
During the week we used to look for work and at the weekends all 
the Barbodhanias used to meet at 112 London Road, which was 
owned by Ibrahim Atcha. We also used to meet up at Murhoom 
Haroon Patel’s house as well. We would discuss the job situation and 
suggest ways of finding work.  
 
After two weeks I found my cousin’s address in London and as 
Murhoom Mamoo Rawat was going to London, I asked if I could 
travel with him. He dropped me off at my cousin’s place, which was 
15 Cruikshank Road, London, E15. I stayed with my cousins for ten 
days but was unable to find work in London. My cousins and my 
Gorima were going back to Mauritius in a few days so I decided to 
return to Preston. 
 
In Preston again, we started to find work and also around the 
surrounding areas like Blackburn and Darwin but had no luck. 
 
One weekend at a Barbodhania meeting at 112 London Road, my 
brother in law Murhoom Bhai Maurice suggested I should go to 
Bolton for a few weeks and try to find work in Bolton. Murhoom Bhai 



Maurice wrote a note to Mr Yacoob Bemat and Murhoom Isaac 
Yacoob Atcha asking them to look after me and help me find work. I 
stayed with these gentlemen at 140 Deane Road and started looking 
for work in and around Bolton. 
 
After three weeks I found work in a textile mill in Farnworth as a 
general hand. My duties were to sweep the floor, sew carpets, foam 
the carpets along with other general duties. 
 
After two years I found another job in Swinton Carpet Mill, also called 
Cellular Plastic in Worsley. I was a maintenance man helping 
engineers, plumbers and carpenters. The money was good and as it 
was teamwork we all got on well. 
 
In 1965 I started working as a bus conductor for Bolton Corporation 
Transport. As a bus conductor I worked some of the well known 
routes such as no’s 8, 10, 12, 35 and 40. The job was good and 
varied and I enjoyed meeting all kinds of people from all walks of life. 
 
In April 1966 I got married and moved to London, which is where I 
have lived for 35 years. I miss Bolton with its friendly people 
 
I would like to end by relaying my thanks to all the family, friends, 
relatives and the people of Bolton and Preston who helped me out in 
my time of need. Thank you”.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



17 Interview with Zainab Dawood Patail [ZDP] (DOB 
15/06/31) on 24/04/2002 

 
This is an interview of a classic extended family who have lived 
together since the 1960’s and still all live together under one roof. 
   
ZDP came to Bolton in 1970 from Barbodhan, India. 
 
Her husband Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patail arrived via Rangoon, 
Burma in 1962. He did not receive any help from the Waqf Trust and 
raised the money for his ticket himself. Murhoom Dawood Ahmed 
Patail first came to Bradford in 1962 and then in 1963 moved to 
Bolton. He moved to 48 Isabel Street, Bolton and the house was 
bought for about £600. 
 
Murhoom Dawood Ahmed Patail moved from Bradford, as the wages 
were much better in Bolton. He was not the only one of course; there 
were many other Barbodhians who followed. 
 
In 1964 their son, Gulam Dawood Patail arrived in Bolton at the age 
of 14. Gulam Dawood Patail went to the local secondary school at the 
time, which was Sunninghill (now a primary school). His command of 
the English language was limited and the school laid on extra English 
classes for those who were struggling with English. 
 
ZDP stated that she cried a lot when she first arrived in Bolton. She 
said that it was bitterly cold and she wore several layers of clothing 
to keep warm. The homes were not very warm and the heaters were 
on for days at a time. Added to this was the fact that the toilet and 
the bath were outside. She also felt that she was stuck in the home 
and could not freely wander out of the house. By the time ZDP 
arrived, halal meat shops had been established and she mentioned 
the Atcha Butchers on Deane Road, Bolton. ZDP said that her 
neighbours of Isabel Street were very friendly. But the general 
feedback was that life was not easy and that the family had to 
endure considerable hardships.  
 



1973 saw one of the first Barbodhian weddings at the Emmanuel 
Church Hall, Vicarage Street, Bolton. The marriage was held at 
Emmanuel Hall. Food was cooked at the home Murhoom Khadija 
Hussain Patel in Isabel Street, and was cooked by the women 
themselves and then transferred over to the Church Hall. All the 
Barbodhan Villagers from Bolton and beyond were invited to the 
wedding function. 
 
In 1974 their son was born, Irfan Gulam Patail. 
 
The extended family left their home in 31 Isabel Street in 1980 when 
the street was under a compulsory purchase order from the Council. 
 
In December 1980, ZDP’s husband passed away in Bolton and was 
buried in New Overdale cemetery, Bolton.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



18 Interview with Ebrahim Ayoob Nalla [EAN] (DOB 
09/11/43) on 02/05/2002 

 
EAN was born in Barbodhan. He came to England on 25th December 
1962. He came via Rangoon, Burma and came on a Pan-American 
Airlines flight to London Heathrow. The ticket price was about £82 
and was paid for by his father, who had his own aluminium pots/pans 
business. 
 
EAN was accompanied by an Abu Amirat, who settled in Preston. 
Their first week was spent in London at the home of an Abbas Tai 
and thereafter they travelled to Preston. EAN’s first address that he 
lived in Preston was 12 Almond Street. A few months later EAN 
moved to 11 Prim Rose Hill, off London Road, a property owned by a 
Barbodhian Mohammed Ali Ghanchi. Rent and lodgings at this place 
was £2 and 63 pence. 
 
EAN’s first job was with Atkinson’s Bedding Furniture and he was the 
only Asian person at the firm, where he worked for about two and 
half years. His wages here were £3 and 70 pence. 
 
EAN then moved to Preston Docks working with metal shifting labour 
and stuck with this for about 1 year. The wages were £4.50 pence. 
 
In 1967 EAN moved to Bolton. He lived at an address in Prim Rose 
Street, off Manchester Road. EAN worked for FA Shorrocks in a 
“drying machine” job. His wages were £5 per week with rent being 
paid at about £1 per week. 
 
In 1968 EAN moved to Nottingham to look for other jobs as he and 
others were struggling to find suitable work in Bolton. Five months 
later he moved on to Walsall, as he had no luck there either. 
 
In Walsall EAN worked at a place called Metro Leyland (Darleston). 
His job title was universal grinder and pitter. His wages here was 
£11.32 and he only paid rent of about £1.25. He worked here until 
1971 when the company went bust. 
 



As a result EAN was forced to return to Preston at a cotton factory 
where he was involved in winding. His wags were only £7 per week. 
He lived at 11 Prim Rose Hill. 
 
Between 1972 and 1974 EAN worked at John Barnes Knitting factory 
where he earned at one time £34 per week during the miners strike. 
In 1973 EAN bought his first home in Preston at 40 Grafton Street. 
 
In 1974 EAN went to India and moved to Bolton in 1976. 
 
His first job was in the Tootal Mills at Sunnyside. He lived at the 
address of Murhoom Tahir Hussain Ghanchi at Parliament Street. He 
lived here rent-free. In the same year in 1976 EAN bought his first 
property at 37 Gibbon Street, Bolton. This cost him £300 and 
consisted largely of his own savings. He lived here with his three 
children. 
 
In 1978 EAN moved to 15 Howcroft Street, Bolton. He bought this 
house for £3,700. The family are still living at this address. 
 
Generally speaking EAN said that early days were hard work, the 
neighbours were very friendly where they looked out for each other 
and the doors were left unlocked at night.  
 
EAN over the years has been heavily involved in voluntary work and 
helped many families in their time of need, whether that be at 
funerals, weddings or other functions. EAN was and still is one of the 
main cooks who spends countless hours preparing and cooking food 
for the many hundreds of people who attend community functions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



19 Interview with Hawa Bibi Mohammed Atcha [HBMA] 
Maiden Name Hawa Bibi Ebrahim Atcha (DOB 02/07/37) on 
23/10/2002 

 
HBMA arrived from Barbodhan, India in 1967. She arrived by Air 
India and the flight ticket payment was saved up by her late 
husband, Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha.  
 
Mr. Atcha had come to England as one of the first Barbodhians in 
1957 and settled in Bradford. Mr. Atcha came via financial help of 
others. Once in England he was instrumental along with a few others 
in influencing other Barbodhians to come and work in England. They 
did this by writing letters and others then followed by coming to 
England via Burma. 
 
Mr. Atcha was at the heart along with others such as Mohammed Ali 
Ghanchi (Preston), Murhoom Mohammed Ahmed Atcha and Murhoom 
Ebrahim Atcha in setting up the Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society 
(UK) in the early 1960’s. 
  
He stayed in Bradford for 5 years before moving to Preston for 2 
years. In 1964 he settled in Bolton. His wages at the time were £3 
per week and he had to pay for his lodging and send money to India 
as well. 
 
HBMA came straight to Bolton and settled on 219 Deane Road. Her 

husband had by this time set up one of the first Asian Halal Meat / 

Grocery shops in Bolton. There were no other Asian shops on Deane 

Road at the time.  The shop was set up in 1965 in partnership with 

his brother Hashim Yusuf Atcha. Suleman Moosa Patel used to work 

there but the business was assisted with the help of other 



Barbodhians as well such as Dawood Mohammed Kala and Bhai 

Karkoon. Other young Barbodhians like Salim Kala and Azam Ghanchi 

also helped in the shop. They all helped by plucking and skinning 

chickens in the shop. 

 
HBMA came with her two sons Raees and Anis who were both 
toddlers. HBMA did not like her first experience of Bolton and 
England. She felt it was dark, cold and wet. No amenities for women 
and the house just had an outside toilet. 
 
After the birth of their third child Fatima in 1967 on Deane Road the 
family moved out and lived in rented property on Oldham Street and 
stayed here for 3 years. Their Fourth child Idris was born here. The 
family then moved to nearby Morley Street where their fifth and sixth 
children were born, Jameela and Sophia. 
 
In 1973 the family moved to their current address on Derby Street. 
Once again there were no other Asian shops there apart from 
Quintins and a sweet shop owned by Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha 
at 303 Derby Street. Other Barbodhians lived in near by Gibbon 
Street, Baumber Street and Robert Stanley Street. 
 
The shop on Derby Street was bought with the sale of their house on 
Morley Street and by borrowing money from other family and friends. 
The shop was bought complete with goods, which were kitchen 
utensils and hardware. Mr. Atcha ran the shop until 1978, which was 
when the shop was converted into a butchers. 
 
HBMA felt that both her children settled well in school when they first 
arrived in England in 1967. Raees went to Sunninghill School and 
Anis went to a nursery at Pikes Lane, Deane. Her neighbours were 
very friendly and used to regularly look after the children, if the need 
arose.  



 
HBMA like many others felt that the early days were tough going and 
they had to simply get on with life. Financially they struggled to make 
ends meet. Lived in houses without baths, sofas and carpets. On a 
positive note though crime or the fear of crime was virtually non-
existent. A far cry from 2002. 
 
Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, Quebec Street, 
Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
Moved home in 1967 - She was going to move from India in 1958. 
Husband Murhoom Mohammed Atcha left India in 1957, 20 days 
after being married. In England it was cold, very foggy and lots of 
snow. No sofas and no carpets at one time.  

 
They owned a shop, a butcher and grocers and lived above there and 
then moved to Oldham St.  

  
Coal fires – coal was delivered, £2 for 3 to 4 bags of coal.  Approx 
10kg. 
   
Food -  used to go to a slaughter house and halal the meat and 
chicken. Used to go together with his brother Hashim Atcha. 

     
Spices used to come by parcel. Approx 200-300 rupees. Even ginger 
garlic came in dried form. 

 
Clothes – No Indian cloth. Used to go to market early on Saturday 
and buy crimplene trousers for £1.00 and dresses £2.00. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



20 Umar Faruk Dawood Ahmed Kala –  (DOB 18/08/56) – 
Born Rangoon, Burma - Profile sent on 15/10/2002 

When arrived in England where did you come from – India/Burma  

 
Arrived in England in October 1963 from India 
 
Exact addresses where lived  
 
27 Cobden Street Bradford Yorkshire (1963 to 1965) 
26 Isabel Street Bolton Lancashire (1965 to 1978) 
131 High Street Bolton Lancashire (1978 to 1988)  
 
If lived in Bolton were there other people from Barbodhan living 
there. 
 
Yes, other people from Barbodhan lived in Isabel Street. 

How did family raise money to come over? 

 
Father came to England in 1960. Worked in the textile industry in 
Bradford; bought first house in Bradford and sent money to support 
family in India (Wife and two sons). Also saved money for travel of 
family from India to Bradford England. 

How did the family raise money to buy first house? 

 
A combination of own and borrowed money from family and friends. 
 
First experience of school, which school, name of teacher, any other 
people from Barbodhan in School or class. Could they speak English? 
How did other children and teachers treat them? 
 
Attended St Andrews Junior School, Lister Hills Road area of Bradford 
initially then “Bussed” with other Black and Asian children to Wapping 
Road Junior School. This school was on the other side of town. 
 



Could not speak any English – had to learn very quickly. Got treated 
very well by other children and teachers. 
 
Did you go to Madressa, which one? Name of Teacher/s in Madressa. 
 
Attended Madressa in Villiers Street, Bradford. Then at Walter Street, 
Bolton initially and then Zakaria Mosque. 
Teachers included Mohamed “Molbi” of pitta bread fame at Walter 
Street. 
Molvi Nakhuda, Yusuf Motala, Ibrahim Bobat, amongst others at 
Zakaria Mosque.    
 
Recreational activities 
 
Used to play football & cricket at “Walter ground”, Quebec Street, 
Bolton and also at Emmanuel Church, Cannon Street, Bolton before 
the building of the Health centre. Also used to play on the playground 
of Emmanuel Junior School. Used to organise football and Cricket 
competitions with young people from Blackburn Road and Hindu 
young people from Deane Road.  
 
In the mid to late seventies involved in Bridgeman & High Cricket 
team playing in the local park leagues and Bridgeman & High football 
team playing in an Asian league set up by reps from Blackburn, 
Bolton and Preston. 
 
Other recreation included going roller-skating at Nevada and 
nightclubs in Bolton and the North West and as far a field as Carlisle 
and North Wales (basically, anywhere they played good black music), 
going to the YMCA to play snooker, table tennis, table football and 
generally “hang about”. There was mixed group of young people 
from a Surti and Bharuchi background who would do everything 
together. Namely, the late Mohamed Aslam Atcha, Aslam Atcha (Azzy 
Ted), Bilal Adia, Amin Atcha, Mehmood Ugradar, Suleman Badat, 
Mohamed Tanya, Iqbal Limbada, Isak Wazir, Hanif Lasania, Hanif 
Chohan, Yusuf Jama (Pops), Ibrahim Ikhariya.   
       



Did they you go watching professional sport e.g. Bolton Wanderers? 

 
Used to follow the Wanderers all over the country during the 1970s 
and 1980s with some or all of the above. We were very well known 
amongst Bolton fans and one or two of us had a reputation for being 
“hard”. As a result, this reputation gave us the credibility to walk 
around Bolton at night with very little trouble. In short everybody 
knew us. Those that did not know us soon got to know about us.    
 
Your first job. Where was it? How much did you get paid? Did they 
save up or give to parents/family. 
 
First job – served an engineering apprenticeship at Silcoms on 
Rishton Lane, Bolton. 
First pay packet - £8 something per week. 
All was given to parents. 

Did you miss home – India/Burma? 

 
No 

Your first car, what was it? How much did it cost them? 

 
Mini – cost £200  

Did you go on holidays breaks i.e. Torquay 

 
Regular holidays to North Wales (Colwyn Bay) initially and then 
Torquay. This would be during Bolton Holidays. More often that not 
we would travel and then find accommodation. Sometimes we would 
book in advance.   

Any other good/bad memories that you are willing to share 

 
Generally happy memories of that time. However, this was an era 
when there was an influx of Asians from East Africa into the UK and 
the emergence of the skinhead culture and their “Paki bashing” 
ethos. 



There did not seem to be too much racial violence against Asians at 
the time. This was probably due to the fact that young Asian people 
in Daubhill and Blackburn Road being able defend themselves against 
racists.  
 
Do you remember who from Barbodhan was the first to get married 
amongst your friends/peer group? Where was the wedding? 
 
Think it was Amin Atcha who got married to his first wife. 
 
Do they remember their first Eid namaz/celebrations? Did they go 
anywhere special?    
  
Used go to Rusholme in Manchester during Eid festivities.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



21 Interview with Haroon Suleman Raja [HSR] (DOB 
04/05/30) on 10/07/2003. 
 
HSR’s father was born in Mauritius and he thus had British Passport 
from there. HSR arrived in England from Rangoon, Burma on the 27th 
September 1964. He came with his whole family, including wife and 
children. The children included 3 boys and two girls. The boys were 
Abdul Rauf, Salim, Moosa and girls were Khatija and Salma. The 
youngest son Yahya was born in Bolton in 1966. 
 
HSR’s first address he lived at was 35 Delph Street. This property 
was owned by Murhoom Ahmed Patel. The whole family stayed here 
for a few days before renting property at 31 Ramwell Street. This 
property was owned by Yacoob Ali (Rander). A short while later the 
family moved to another rented property at 9 Riley Street. 
 
In 1965 HSR bought his first property at 30 Gibbon Street, Bolton. 
The house cost between £450 and £500. The house was paid for by 
cash as he had been saving up over the last year or so. 
 
When asked if he missed Burma or India he replied “not really we got 
quite quickly accustomed to life here and were looking to the future”. 
 
Some 7 days after arriving on these shores HSR found his first job at 
Greenshaw Cotton Mill, Halliwell Road, Bolton. His start date here 
was 5th October 1964 and he was paid £4.50 per week. He was the 
only Barbodhian working there. This was a night shift starting from 
7.00pm till 7.00am.  
 
A few months later he worked at Platt Saco Lewell on Bridgman Place 
and started working here on 1st March 1965. 
 
On the 13th December 1965 HSR started working at Allied Iron 
Founders near Ashton Under Lyne. It was a fair distance to travel 
from Bolton but he used to get the 6.00am bus from Bolton. The 
reason for the change in job was because this was better paid and 
the work was during the daytime and not nightshift. 
 



HSR is quite famous for his “Adhans” which is where the Muezzin 
calls the Muslim faithful for prayers at the mosque. I asked him when 
he started calling the Adhans at Zakaria Mosque. His answer was 
from the very first time the mosque was opened in 1967. To date in 
2003 this made it 36 years. A phenomenal feat for which he will be 
rewarded in the hereafter. 
 
HSR remembers his first Eid namaz at a building next to or in the 
Derby Street Girls School. It was Qari Bobat who led the prayers on 
that occasion. He also remembers participating in Eid prayers at the 
YMCA and the Spinners Hall. Thereafter regular Eid prayers were held 
at the Town Hall before moving on to Silverwell Street Sport Centre, 
Bolton.   
 
HSR’s sons have been instrumental in setting up the first football and 
cricket teams in Bolton. Namely Abdul Rauf Raja who was the kingpin 
at Deane at the Derby Cricket Club set up, and Salim Raja and Moosa 
Raja who for many years were both involved in playing for and 
running the likes of Emmanuel FC and Deane and Derby FC. It 
probably runs in the family as HSR himself was a keen sportsman in 
Burma regularly playing cricket and badminton.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



22 Interview with Azam Yusuf Rawat [AYR] (DOB 01/03/28) 
on 07/12/2003. 
 
AYR came to England via Burma as he had lived there for 20 years 
prior. 
 
The family had various business interests and his father owned a 
shop at 510 Dalhousie Street, Rangoon and also at 31-33 Carpenter 
Street, Rangoon. They used to deal in aluminium and glassware pots 
and pans. 
 
However in 1962 he said that the Burmese Government was 
overthrown by the Military who nationalised everything and took 
over. It was time for those who could leave, to leave, and his parents 
and grandparents had British passports.   
 
AYR went from Barbodhan to Burma in 1948. At the time his father 
used to live in Calcutta and it was from here that goods were sent to 
Rangoon, Burma. 
 
In June 1967 AYR came to England. But before he departed for a 
new life he left Rangoon for a brief visit to India and Lahore in 
Pakistan. The final destination flight was from Bombay to London 
with Arabian Airlines. He paid for the ticket himself. His brother 
Mohammed Hanif who had settled in England a few years earlier 
came to collect him from Heathrow Airport. They departed straight 
for Bolton and stayed at his sister’s house at 33 Cross Ormrod Street, 
Bolton.  
 
Accompanying AYR at the time were six children Abdul Rehman, 
Yusuf (Murhoom), Fatma, Zainab, Zulekha and Salma. His two 
youngest sons Iqbal and Rashid were born a few years later in 
Bolton. 
 
AYR stayed at 35 Cross Ormrod Street for a few days before he went 
to live in a rented house at 20 Walter Street. The family stayed here 
for about three months before moving to 21 Range Street where he 



lived for 10 years before moving on to his current address 8 Range 
Street where he has been since the late 1970’s.  
 
His first impression of England on arrival in June despite it being June 

was “cold and dark”.  It was a complete new culture and way off life. 

His thoughts focused on how he and his family would settle and co-

exist within this new culture. 

AYR’s first job was at Hygiene Plastic Factory. He could not 

remember the exact address but it was on the way to Leigh. He was 

the only Muslim person working there at the time. He worked here 

for about two and half years and his wages were £14.40 per week. 

 
AYR then moved on to Alder Spinning Company in Leigh. He worked 
here for 12 long years. His job was working on the Spit Frame. There 
was a multi shift system and there were 4 shifts. AYR used to work 
nights and his wages were thus slightly higher and he earned £27 per 
week. At the time he was a one of a small number of Muslims and 
many others were to follow him working at Alder Spinning Company. 
The travelling was made easier as the company used to lay on 
coaches for staff coming from Bolton. 
 
AYR then moved on to Clairbright, which was in Tyldesley, where he 
was worked as a textile labourer. 
 
AYR mentioned that when he first arrived in 1967 Muslims regularly 
had to travel to local farms to buy chickens for 5 shillings. These 
were then taken home to be plucked. 
 



Likewise there was no established mosque although unofficial prayers 
were conducted at a house in Walter Street. AYR mentioned that 
there were problem with the neighbours as one day the call to 
prayers must have been heard and annoyed some neighbours. 
According to AYR the authorities closed this place down. This 
prompted the local Muslim community to buy a church on Peace 
Street. Volunteers from the mosque at the time were collecting £10 
per person from the local Muslims. AYR understands that the church 
was bought for £1,150 
 
AYR said that his first Eid namaz was prayed at home. Thereafter the 
first proper Eid prayers were at Zakaria Mosque on Peace Street, 
which were led by Hazrat Maulana Yusuf Suleman Motala. He was 
the first Imam of what was the first mosque in Bolton. 
 
AYR said that his children all got settled very quickly and got 
accustomed to life in England in the early days. 
 
Note - this interview was held immediately after the funeral of one of 
the first generation of arrivals who departed from us. He was Abu 
Baker Cassim Patel who died at the age of 63. Mr Patel was one of 
the first to come to England and worked initially in Bradford with 
many other Barbodhians before moving with the clan to Bolton.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



23 Interview with Abdul Hamid Mohammed Atcha (DOB 
15/10/40) on 30/12/2003 
 
AHMA came to England not via India or Burma but actually via 
Pakistan. The reason for this was that AHMA was actually employed 
in Pakistan after he finished his Secondary School Certificate. He 
obtained this qualification from Kathor, India in 1960. The same year 
he went to Pakistan to work for a ME Dadabhai and worked here for 
two years until 1962. Pakistan, he tells me also had Gujerati Muslim 
businessmen from other Surti Vohra backgrounds. ME Dadabhai had 
various business and commercial interests in Pakistan. 
 
The flight in 1962 was with Pakistan Airways to Heathrow Airport. A 
coach was organised by the Airways to Bradford, Yorkshire. This is 
where AHMA and fellow Barbodhian Hafiz Haroon Hussain Atcha, who 
was also accompanying him, headed for. They were met by Dawood 
Ahmed Patel and Dawood Ahmed Kala who took them briefly to 
where many others had settled in Bradford. He remembers a long 
journey as there was no direct motorway from London to Bradford. 
He vividly remembers that it was smoky and foggy. 
 
AHMA only stayed for one night before departing for Preston where 
he was met by Aboobaker Mohammed Adia and Hussain Mohammed 
Adia. Again only stayed here for a day or so before moving on to 
Bolton. His main intention was to come to Bolton.   
 
His first home in Bolton was at 30 Delph Street, Bolton. This was 
owned by Murhoom Ahmed Eusoof Patel.  Jobs were difficult to come 
by in Lancashire at the time according to AHMA. Like many other 
fellow Barbodhians he tried to look for jobs in the north and was not 
lucky. 
 
AHMA’s first job was therefore in a place called Dursley, which is 
situated between Bristol and Gloucester. His job title at RA Lister was 
Viewer Inspector and he used to earn £7 per week, plus overtime. RA 
Lister produced machinery and generators for the agricultural trade 
and at the time had just won orders and contracts from other parts 
of the world. 



 
AHMA had a good relationship with the Personnel Manager and 
recommended other Barbodhians to the firm as well. They included 
Ahmed Azam Atcha and Azam Rawat. 
  
AHMA bought a house on a private mortgage at 6 Upper Pool Road, 
Dursley. Here ten or eleven other young men lived and they included 
people from other faiths such as Hindus and Sikhs. The men used to 
fend for themselves and cook. Work colleagues at RA Lister included 
many of Polish and Ukrainian nationalities. 
 
A Bhagoo Bhai from Preston used to supply the household with fresh 
vegetables and halal meat as well on route to other deliveries in the 
South. 
 
AHMA’s second job was at Richard Haworth in Salford. His role in this 
textile company was doffing. He used to earn £9 per week. The 
Gujerati Muslims used to run the night shift and other Barbodhians 
working there included Murhoom Ahmed Cassam Patel, Hussain 
Dawood Patel and Murhoom Yusuf Dawood Kala. It was on the 
advice of the former that he came to work in Salford. 
 
Once again AHMA bought a house in Salford at 29 Higson Street. 
Many other lodgers lived there as well. 
 
Soon after he bought a house in Farnworth at 29 Northumberland 
Street.   
 
AHMA also recalls that he was a regular at the mosque in Walter 
Street. Unfortunately local white youths threw stones at the building 
and smashed windows. There was fury amongst residents that a 
house was being used by Muslims for prayers in the mid 1960’s. The 
tensions created some interest from television crews as well. AHMA 
remembers that Hussain Dawood Patel called the Azaan and 
Murhoom Isak Yacub Atcha sorted all the plumbing out for the 
mosque at the time. 
 



When the Zakaria Mosque building was acquired Abdul Hai Atcha and 
others used to defend the mosque from aggressors who were namely 
the troublesome Teddy Boys at the time.  
 
AHMA said that he used to be a “window knocker” waking people up 
for early prayers. He was a regular attendee at the mosque as his 
parents were religious and had instilled this into him as well. 
 
In terms of leisure activities he was a keen rider of motorbikes and 
cycles and was also keen on photography.  
 
His thoughts on Barbodhan, which he last visited in 1975, were as 
follows. The village had always catered for travellers who used to 
arrive via small boats. As the village was on the coast, the Barbodhan 
Muslims used to provide food, water, and shelter to any travellers. At 
once stage there was enough for all Muslims residing in Barbodhan 
and more. This situation changed from a time of plentiful to time 
when there was not enough for all. Food for thought that our lives 
are temporary and our wealth can be given and also taken away by 
Allah (God) our Creator.   
 
Hence the reason for emigrating to foreign shores. To travel for 
bread and butter, making a sacrifice by leaving parents behind in 
search for a better life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



24 Interview with Hafiz Haroon Hussain Atcha [HHA] (DOB 
25/12/30) on 22/08/2004 
 
HHA left his village of Barbodhan just after partition in 1947/48 and 
left to work in Karachi. Most people of his age group were still in 
Barbodhan. 
 
HHA received a loan from the company that he used to work for to 
pay for his flight ticket. HHA used to work as a salesman for Pak 
Woollen Mills, which was owned by Murhoom Ebrahim Ismail Atcha. 
 
HHA came to England via Karachi on the 17th July 1962. He flew to 
Heathrow Airport and the ticket cost him 1300 rupees. At the time 
you would have got 13 rupees for £1 and so the sterling equivalent 
cost him £130. At a time when the average wage was about £7, this 
was relatively expensive.  
 
HHA came to Bradford from Heathrow Airport. He came along with 
Abdul Hamid Atcha and was driven to Bradford in a coach by a 
Pakistani driver. The one-way trip cost him around £1. His destination 
was 13 St Andrews Place owned by a Tamil called Mr Somloo. 
 
On their arrival at St Andrews Place, Abdul Hamid Atcha went and 
knocked on the door, which was opened by Murhoom Dawood 
Ahmed Patel. But Mr Atcha did not recognise this person and because 
the conversation took place in Urdu, Mr Patel did not realise his 
visitor was Gujerati and turned away Mr Atcha and said that it was a 
wrong address. Abdul Hamid came back and said to HHA that this 
was the wrong address. HHA then tried himself and because he had 
recognised Dawood Patel knew it was the correct address. They both 
returned to find out that it was the right address.   
 
HHA stayed here for one night and the next day set off for Preston 
where his brother, Dawood Hussain Atcha, was. A Janab came to 
collect him. 
 
HHA stayed as a lodger, like his brother in Peel Street and Malt 
Street, Preston for a while. 



 
HHA and others looked in vain for work. On one occasion HHA and 
other Barbodhians were at Ebrahim Atcha’s place in 112 London 
Road. Ismail Limaliya came in and said that the Employment 
Exchange were looking for workers. So off they went, HHA, Sikander 
Ghanchi, Murhoom Suleman Ghanchi and Murhoom Ebrahim Ghanchi. 
When they got to the Employment Exchange they were given details 
about some work, which was collecting potatoes in a farm. They 
were given an address in Cleveleys. With little command of the 
English language they found difficulty in locating this place and were 
eventually guided there by a postman. 
 
The farm was about 100 acres big and between the four them in the 
space of 4-5 hours they had collected about 500 bags of potatoes. It 
was hard work and then it started to rain, so the farmer came to 
collect them and asked them not to work in the rain. For a three days 
work the pay was £1 and 7 shillings. The pay was pittance, as the 
employment exchange office would have given them £2 and 8 
shillings. By the time they had paid their bus fare they were only 
making a few shillings. It was not worth it. So all the men left and did 
not go back unaware of the fact that because they were willingly 
leaving their jobs they would not be eligible to claim benefits for 6 
weeks.   
 
After this brief encounter HHA could not find jobs so he came to 
Bolton. This was in 1963. In Bolton there were other Barbodhians 
already here and they were Murhoom Ahmed Patel, Murhoom Issac 
Atcha, Ahmed Suleman Atcha and Ismail Suleman Atcha. 
 
The first house he lived in was at 29 Cannon Street, Bolton. There 
were 8 lodgers living here at the time and three Barbodhians, 
including HHA, Ahmed Suleman Atcha and Ismail Suleman Atcha.   
 
HHA’s first job was in FS Shorrock, which was situated in between 
Bolton and Bury. He worked here for between 6-8 months. His job 
was to cut pieces of cloth and he got paid £7 and 18 shillings. He 
also had to work overtime on Saturday to get this wage. 
 



He then went on to work at Kearsley Mill, which was a cotton factory 
where his role was a set weigher. At the time he was still living in 
Cannon Street. 
 
In 1966 HHA’s wife Rabia Bibi Atcha came from India. 
 
Also in 1966 HHA purchased his first home, which was 35 Cross 
Ormrod Street. His wife and family still reside at this address. HHA 
had saved up some money and obtained a private mortgage to 
purchase this house. Both Mr and Mrs Atcha said that they had come 
to view the house with Dawood Ahmed Kala. The house cost HHA 
£670. 
 
At the time there were no mosques in Bolton, but a house was being 
used in Walter Street for prayer purposes. Abdul Hamid Atcha used 
to give Adhanns as well. He remembers the collection for the Zakaria 
Mosque. 
 
HHA and his companions all used to fend for themselves by making 
their own food before their families arrived. Halal chicken and meat 
was passed on by Ebrahim Dalal and others, until Murhoom 
Mohammed Atcha opened a shop on Deane Road.     

HHA went to a Darul-ul loom called Dhabhel in 1942, which was 
near Navsari in the Surat District of Gujarat. There were other 
Barbodhians at the Darul- ul loom as well. From here in 1945 
he went to Jamiah Hussainya, which was in near by Rander. At 
this stage he was three quarters Hafiz, but then he left for 
Pakistan in 1947. 

Left in a state of limbo, in the year 1970 he decided that he 
wanted to achieve his aim of becoming a Hafiz. So he 
embarked on another effort to become Hafiz and by 1975 he 
had achieved his aim. That year he went back to Barbodhan 
and led the prayers at Taraweeh. Under the auspices and 
guidance of HHA there have been 28 children in Bolton who 
have gone through Ashrafia mosque who themselves have 
become Hafiz. 



Hafiz (Hifz) - the Arabic root of this word is Hafiza, which 
means to memorize. In the religious sense, Muslims try to 
memorize the whole Qur'an. Any person who achieves this task 
is called Hafiz. A Hafiz is recognized by his community and is 
given certain privileges. There are millions of Muslims who 
make Hifz of the whole Qur'an each year and HAA is the only 
person featured in this booklet who is Hafiz. 

Taraweeh -  is derived from the Arabic root word, raaha, which 
means to rest, relax and use as recreation. It is so called 
because the believers used to prolong it. After every four 
raka'ats they would stop for rest and relaxation and resume 
until taraweeh was complete. Taraweeh prayers are nightly 
prayers in Ramadan where there is a complete recitation on the 
holy Quran over the blessed month. 

Masha Allah 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



25 Interview with Idris Ayoob Atcha [IAA] (DOB 07/12/41) 
on 03/04/2005. 
 
IAA was born in Rangoon, Burma. He came to live in England in 
1972, and came via Heathrow Airport. He went straight from London 
to an address in 32 Maybank Street, Bolton. IAA already had family 
members who had settled in Bolton and this address was his brother 
Iqbal Atcha’s. 
 
In 1972 he got this first job at Astley Textualising, where he held a 
clerical job in the Warehouse. His wage as £120 per week. He did 
this for two years until the firm went into receivership. 
 
In 1974 his second job was at a paper mill in Horwich where his 
duties were mainly wrapping. His wage was around the same price. 
He worked there till 1980, which was when he suffered a stroke and 
was forced to quit work. 
 
IAA bought his property in 1974 at 134 Essingdon Street. He bought 
his for £4,000 and lived there until 2003, which was when he moved 
to Lostock. 
 
IAA has been involved in much voluntary work over the years. But he 
explained a little history to the background of the Waqf Trust and 
those trustees involved in this type of work. 
 
The Mohammed Atcha Waqf Trust in Burma had 4 trustees Dawood 
Nalla, Ayoob Ahmed Atcha, Ahmed Hussain Atcha and Bhai Nalla. 
Prior to Nationalisation in Burma his father had received information 
that this was likely to happen. So they acted swiftly and moved funds 
and called people over from India to emigrate to England. The Waqf 
Fund trusts was used to help people with flight tickets and even 
clothing. The main contacts for the Trust was Murhoom Ebrahim 
Eusoof Atcha and Mohammed Yusuf Atcha. These two were 
responsible for the affairs here in England and looked after funds 
here. 
 



His voluntary work included working with virtually al the local 
mosques. Starting with Al Rahman on Randall Street, Bolton. The 
mosque was unable to obtain planning permission for third floor to 
their existing building. IAA know the local councillors, MP’s and 
various Council officers. So he used these contacts to get the 
planning permission passed but also secured the car park for the 
mosque. As a result soon after he was approached by committee 
members of the Zakaria Mosque. He also helped this mosque behind 
the scenes in obtaining land and so on.  Later on he was to become 
President of Zakaria Mosque. Ashrafia and Madina mosques were 
both mentioned as they too had problems resolved by IAA. Al Falah, 
Darul Quran and Ghosia mosque were also assisted by IAA.  
 
From 1972 IAA played cricket for Deane and Derby Cricket Club. His 
average was between 50 and 60 per match, per season. He was the 
No. 4 batsman for the Club and helped them to various cup and 
championship wins. In 1974 he was awarded the accolade of the 
fastest 50 in the League. He scored 50 runs in 5 overs and in 18 
minutes. He was awarded a trophy at the Pack Horse Hotel in Bolton. 
He played for the club until 1980 when ill health forced him to retire 
from playing cricket. IAA still helped the club and was made 
President of the Club because he was involved in coaching the Under 
18’s and the First Eleven. IAA along with Murhoom Aslam Atcha was 
also responsible for attracting a grant for £38K for the pavilion. IAA 
also said that he annually raised about £1.5K for the club through 
donations and fund raising events. IAA felt that the best season for 
the club was the 1981/1982 season.  
       
Every year since 1980 IAA has been responsible for raising funds for 
the Muslim Free Dispensary in Rangoon, Burma. This dispensary 
provides free medical treatment for the poor, needy and widows of 
Burma. Annually, particularly around Ramadan time, he visits 
businessmen and relatives, particularly other Barbodhians, and raises 
between and £2.5 and £3 thousand pounds. 
 
IAA has three children. His eldest daughter Zahida is a doctor and 
working as a GP, his second son Ayoob is a solicitor and their third 
son Zahid is a Business Director. IAA and his wife are very proud of 



the achievements of their children. He mentioned that both parents 
had been very understanding and supportive over the years. He said 
that when the children arrived from India they were toddlers, at the 
ages of three and four, who had no command of the English 
language and look at what they have achieved in life. 
 
Over the last few years IAA has kept a low profile due to 
deterioration in his health.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



26 Interview with Idris Dawood Patel [IDP] (DOB 
18/10/1938) held on 18th April 2005 
 
IDP arrived in England on a cold winter’s day, 25th December 1961, 
arriving with four other Barbodhians. They were Murhoom Aboobaker 
Cassim Patel, Ismail (Laloo) Limalia, Farook Nalla and Murhoom 
Aboobaker Adia. 
 
IDP was born in Rangoon, Burma and his parents lived there and 
worked there. They had emigrated from India. 
 
IDP’s passage to England was from India, via Burma. Most of the 
people at the time, he said, ninety percent, would have travelled 
from Burma. The Indian Government was not keen on allowing 
Indian nationals to travel abroad, particularly to England. The only 
way out was via Burma. They only knew once they had arrived in 
England that they could have travelled as Commonwealth Citizens, 
but few people were aware of this system. They made passports in 
India, travelled to Burma and were then able to leave for England. 
There was a system in place. The Waqf Trust, including wealthy 
individuals, assisted those who could not afford flight tickets. The 
Waqf Trust assisted the madressa as well. 
 
The flight ticket at the time was 180 pounds. If his first wage was 7 
pounds, he would have had to work for 26 weeks before he would be 
able to afford just his flight ticket. In 2005 terms it would equate to 
half the average annual wage. Pretty expensive to travel from A to B. 
He was borrowed this money and had to pay this back. 
 
The only flight at the time was with Pakistan International Airways 
out of Burma from Rangoon. But it stopped in East Pakistan and 
Karachi before embarking on the long trip to England. 
 
IDP and Aboobaker Patel went to Bradford at an address in Lower 
Cobden Street. The other three had contacts in London before they 
set off for Preston. 
 



The pair of them reached Kings Cross station as there was no mode 
of transport. So they had to wait the whole night. They both had 
suits on and a duvet (Sujnee in Gujerati which is made of wool) to 
keep warm. 
 
The next morning on 26th, Boxing Day and at about 9.00am there 
was a train going to Bradford. From the train station in Bradford they 
got a taxi in Lower Cobden Street. 
 
They both went to St Andrews Place looking for accommodation but 
this was full of lodgers and so they decided to stay at Lower Cobden 
Street. This property was occupied by the family of Ebrahim Ismail 
Patel (Dadabhai). This temporary measure was made more 
permanent. 
 
Dadabhia was the person who spoke to his supervisor about job 
opportunities for IDP at his work of place. His supervisor asked if IDP 
knew English, and he was asked to bring IDP along. At this place of 
work he filled in a form and was told, to start the next day. 
 
First employer was Daniel Illingworth and Sons who were wool 
manufacturers and made man made fibres. IDP started as a doffer 
for about 1 and half years. They then put new machines in a different 
department. So his job then changed from Doffer to Twister. His 
wage was about seven pounds and 9 shillings per week 
 
In 1965 he went to Preston and spent about nine months at British 
Thermoplastic Rubber and he worked in the warehouse. The reason 
for the move was that wages in Bradford were not good, neither was 
it in Preston. 
 
So the move to Bolton. Schappe UK Ltd was a company were wages 
were good. They made man made fibres and they were involved in 
the silk industry. The move to Bolton was in 1966. Schappe needed 
shift workers and the local English folk did not want to work the 
weekend shifts. It was the opportunity for the Asian workers to work 
shifts, including one 12 hour shift in the weekend. His job title was 
Up Twisting and he got paid about 22 pounds for his efforts. 



 
The wages at the time was sufficient even after they paid tax, 
national insurance, lodgings, food, etc. In hand he used to get 5 
pounds. They then paid 2 pounds lodgings which included the food. 
They then bought extras themselves like fruit, biscuits, etc. They all 
contributed 10 shillings per month to the BMWS and the money was 
sent to India to run the madressa and to maintain the madressa.  
 
On one occasion they financially assisted a fellow Barbodhian who 
was ill and needed money to go to India, so members gave what 
they could, but unfortunately this brother passed away in India from 
his illness. 
 
IDP’s first address he lived at in Bolton at was in Isabel Street, at the 
home Dawood Patel. There were other Barbodhians also living there. 
He bought his first house in Kestor Street, which was off Bury Old 
Road and he paid about £600 in 1968. There was no other 
Barbodhians or Asians in the area at the time.  
 
IDP found it very strange, there were no other Asians. It was cold, 
full of snow and they did not have appropriate clothing as well. They 
had no intention to stay. They thought they would work for a few 
years and go back to Barbodhan. But nobody ever went back. Once 
people arrived, their families arrived, then extended families came, 
then they got jobs and homes. Life was better here than in India. 
People went to Burma to work and they came to England to work. So 
they could not even go back to Burma because of nationalisation 
there. 
 
Once they bought houses then they had to help other relatives and 
friends and many other Barbodhians followed. They then came 
straight from Barbodhan as those settled could call over dependents. 
  
Why did people settle in Bolton? IDP said that those who initially 
settled in Preston and who had good wages stayed there. Those who 
did not have good wages chanced their visit to Bolton. Nobody lived 
in Bradford, as all the Barbodhians came to Bolton, in some cases via 



Preston.  Those who settled in Gloucester and the Walsall stayed 
there. 
 
IDP is now retired and lives in Bolton.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



27 Yusuf Ahmed Pate (First published on Monday 08 July 
1996 in Bolton Evening News) - “Yusuf makes a name for 
himself” 
 
When Yusuf Pate tells people his name they think there must be 
some mistake. Surely it should be Patel? Well, it used to be until 
Yusuf decided his business interests would be best served with a 
more indigenous-sounding surname. 
 
He simply followed the example of generations of American 
immigrants and changed his identity slightly. 
 
Abbreviating Patel is not something he has heard of before but he 
does know of a gentleman called Khan in the Midlands who now 
spells it Kahn to make it seem more Jewish. 
 
Yusuf Pate, aged 38, who is married with a son and another baby on 
the way, has been proprietor of Bex Complete Office Supplies of 
Broadhurst Court for 8 years. 
 
"On one occasion I rang a Bolton company and when I said I was 
called Patel I could not get past the switchboard," he said today. 
"When I rang back and gave my name as Pate I found myself 
speaking to the managing director." 
 
Yusuf, a Muslim, officially changed his name to Pate last July and 
rather enjoys explaining it to friends, relations and customers. 
"When I give people my business card they ask me if I have missed 
the 'L' off. "It is a talking point." 
 
Yusuf, who has stood unsuccessfully as a Conservative candidate in 
Bolton Council's Derby Ward, is a magistrate and a non-executive 
director of the Community Healthcare Trust in Bolton. Recently he 
has started writing the popular East Meets West column in Friday's 
Evening News. 
 
All this is some distance from the time he arrived in Bolton, aged 
eight, on Christmas Day, 1966. 



 
He found Bolton somewhat different to the hot and dusty Indian 
village of Barbodhan in Gujerat State, which his father had left six 
years earlier for work in the textiles industry here. 
 
The seeds of a business career began when Yusuf started selling 
yoghurt door-to-door at the age of nine. 
 
Initially he could not speak a word of English when he went to 
Clarendon County Primary School and attended special language 
lessons with other children at the former Victoria School in 
Bridgeman Street. 
 
By the time he got to Hayward Modern School he was helping out as 
an interpreter here and there. 
 
After leaving with seven CSE’s he served an apprenticeship in tool-
making in Blackburn before deciding to spend three years full-time at 
Wigan College studying for "O" levels and an OND in engineering 
technology. 
 
After taking a year out to work with Bolton Community Relations he 
went to Bradford University for a BSc honours degree in industrial 
technology and management. 
 
By the time he got to Hayward Modern School he was helping out as 
an interpreter here and there. 
 
Afterwards he worked in the careers service in Oldham for three 
years, had a spell as a training development officer with CLEEA 
Training in Bolton and ran a newsagent's shop in Bridge Street. 
 
All this experience proved invaluable when he established his 
computer repair and maintenance business aimed at schools, 
solicitors, doctors and companies. 
 
"I am a Bolton lad through and through."  (6)       
 



28 Interview with Murhoom Mohammed Ali Hussain Ghanchi 
(DOB 05/05/30) on 16/02/2003 
 
MAHG came to England in November 1961 direct from Bombay, India 
on a KLM flight. This was to Paris and then he caught an Air France 
flight to London. The total price of the flight ticket was 1700 rupees. 
He then flew locally from London to Manchester and the price of this 
ticket was £5. 
 
His first destination was 112 London Road, Preston where he 
remembers friends coming to collect him covered in blankets, as it 
was so cold. The property was owned by Murhoom Ebrahim Yacoob 
Atcha but was rented by Haroon Mehmood Patel. The whole house 
was rented for £5 per week. 
 
In 1962 MAHG obtained 9 Edmond Street, Preston on rent from 
Murhoom Haroon Mehmood Patel and this was a 3-bed house. Fellow 
Barbodhians stayed there including Murhoom Ebrahim Ghanchi. 
 
Later on in the year, 11 Prim Rose Hill, Preston was purchased for 
£500. A £150 deposit was paid and the rest was agreed to be paid 
off at £1.50 per week. The following used to come and go from this 
address; Tahir Ghanchi, Yusuf Ghanchi, Suleman Ghanchi, Sikander 
Ghanchi, Ayub Adia, Ebrahim Nalla, Hashim Atcha, Ahmed Atcha, 
Ismail Atcha, Kassim Atcha, Dawood Atcha, Saeed Atcha, Azam 
Ghanchi and Suleman Nalla.          
 
When MAHG got to England he registered with the Employment 
Exchange within a week, and registered himself for a job. Soon after 
they wrote to him and offered him a job as a process worker. The 
workplace was Courtaulds, Rediscar, Longridge Road, Preston. He did 
this job until 1980. That was when the firm closed down. His first 
wage packet was £10 per week. 
 
MAHG was qualified in Bachelor of Commerce and Bachelor of Arts 
from Gujarat University and had a Bachelor of Education as well from 
Bombay University. 
 



The first meeting of the Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society (BMWS) 
was at 11 Prim Rose Hill, Preston. Fellow Barbodhians and members 
used to travel from near by Bolton and slightly further away from 
Gloucester. Some of the main people involved included Murhoom 
Ebrahim Yacoob Atcha, Murhoom Hussain Patel, Murhoom Ahmed 
Cassam Patel, Suleman Patel, Murhoom Mohammed Yusuf Atcha and 
Suleman Dawood Nalla. 
 
MAHG’s role was initially to sort out the accounts and arrange the 
meetings. All members generally agreed to pay £1 per month or £12 
per year. Notifications of meeting were hand delivered in areas such 
as Preston, Bolton and Gloucester. But were posted out to areas such 
as Walsall and London.  
 
One of the persons who used to collect money door to door was 
Murhoom Hussain Patel. On one occasion around 1963/64 Murhoom 
Hussain Patel became very ill, so members of the Barbodhan 
community raised about £75 for a flight ticket to India. 
 
In 1962 more and more Barbodhians left Preston for other places 
such as Bolton and Gloucester in their search for jobs. This meant 
that the unofficial headquarters of the BMWS was shifting from 
Preston to Bolton. In the 1970’s annual general meetings were then 
held in Bolton.  
 
The BMWS at the time helped in the running of a dispensary, 
madressa and Muslim Students Union. 
 
MAHG also informed us that Azam Ghanchi’s father was one of the 
first Barbodhians to pass away in Preston in 1958/59 and was buried 
in Bradford. Another Barbodhian to pass away about the same time 
was Suleman Issa who was buried in Preston cemetery itself. 
 
In 1963 Eid namaz was conducted in Avenham Park, Preston in 
freezing conditions. Much national and local coverage was given to 
this at the time.     
 



The average wage at the time was £5 per week. Generally £1 was 
paid as rent, £1.50 went for groceries. In addition money was sent to 
India to relatives and zakat was also paid.   
 
MAHG passed away in Preston on 22nd May 2005. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



29 Letter from Eric Bramhall dated 8th May 2005 to Ibrahim 
Kala 
 
It was good to receive your letter and I have enjoyed looking at your 
website. You and I passed each other. You were born in 1969, the 
year I left Bolton. We still have happy memories and not least of our 
“Asian” friends.    
I came to Bolton in 1966. We lived in Filton Avenue. I was in charge 
of Emmanuel Church. We discovered we were not the only 
newcomers to the area. New people were arriving each day from 
Uganda, Burma and other places. I met Sunbodh Ghandi (then aged 
12) when he had been in Bolton just eight days. 
My first contacts were with the Hindu community. I asked the 
secretary of their association how I could help them. His main 
concern was the problem of English. I set up English classes for 
Indian women and the English/Immigrant youth club. Several young 
boys (12-15) came to our home to practice their English too. 
The club began with English boys and girls and Indian boys and girls. 
Sadly when the first Muslim boy joined all the girls (Indian) were 
withdrawn. So my wife began a girls club in our home – teaching 
them to sew and cook. 
Indoor cricket was very popular with the Indian boys. One night I 
persuaded Jackie Bond, who was then captain of the Lancashire 
County Team, to come and do some coaching. Faruk Engineer from 
Pakistan was playing for Lancashire at the time and there were lots 
of questions about him. 
The Mayor of Bolton came to our Christmas party in 1968. The 
enclosed photograph is the only one I have so I would be very glad if 
you could return it. Perhaps you can pick out some members of your 
community in their younger days. I think 3rd left is Raoff Raja and the 
one handing the tray to the Mayor is Iqbal Badat. I am on the far 
left. 
I was keen to make contact with the ministers at the Mosque (I knew 
it when it was a Methodist Church). One day I found a prayer hat 
and took it to the Mosque. The men I met did not speak English and 
I think at first they thought I had abducted the child whose hat it 
was. After many attempts to explain, they understood and they told 



me “India thanks you”. I was sorry we were unable to progress with 
the dialogue. 
My contact with the Hindu community was deeper. Sadly I took many 
funerals for Hindu Indian families. The first was a 16 years old boy 
who was killed on Deane Road when his bicycle skidded under a bus 
on a wet day. The undertaker did not know how to conduct a Hindu 
ceremony so I was asked. I told the family I sympathised with them 
as with any family who had the terrible experience of losing a son 
and would offer them the comfort of God I would offer an English 
Family, after this I was asked to take many other funerals for Hindu 
families. 
I was glad that Paul Dyson took over the club when we moved and 
hope that the work done in those early days had a positive outcome 
on community relations in Bolton. As a Christian minister it was my 
desire to reach out to others with the love of God whoever they 
were. 
It is a long time (your lifetime) since we were in Bolton and I have 
not remembered much to help you but hope the few thoughts above 
are of interest. 
With best wishes for this important project you are undertaking 
With all good wishes,  
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Eric Bramhall    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



30 Paul Dyson - Information provided 30/04/2005 
 
Some points about the early origins of Deane and Derby 
Cricket Club. 
 
The Reverend Eric Bramhall was curate (assistant vicar) of Emmanuel 
Church, Cannon Street from 1966 to 1969. 
 
At that time the church building was used for worship and there was 
a primary school, Emmanuel School, on the opposite site of Cannon 
Street, where all the church’s social activities took place during 
evenings and weekends. 
 
As part of his work amongst young people Eric began a youth club 
which met in the school on Friday evenings for a couple of hours and 
sometimes had some other activities.  This club was intended to be a 
meeting place for young members of the Immigrant Community 
(which was the term everyone used at that time) and English young 
people.  Eric had got to know some of the Hindu and Muslim 
community leaders and he asked them to nominate boys who would 
be suitable members; he also recruited some members from Bolton 
School, both boys and girls, with possibly some from other schools 
and from Emmanuel Church.  I think the age group on the whole was 
older teenagers.  The name of the club was Emmanuel 
English/Immigrant Club and there was a membership structure, 
originally perhaps equal numbers from each section of the 
community, with weekly subscriptions (sixpence, I think) and a club 
card. 
 
Any youth organisation which was registered with the Local Authority 
could apply for a grant to buy equipment.  So typical things were 
bought – table tennis, indoor footballs, badminton kit, a record 
player.  But there were also quieter games such as chess which 
might encourage people to talk to each other.  Raoof Raja made a 
Karom board which was very popular.  Indoor cricket, with special 
plastic balls, was keenly played down one side of the room.  At some 
point a bag of outdoor cricket gear was obtained, whether bought or 
passed on from a school or club.  Eric knew a teacher at Bolton 



School (Boys), Charles Winder, and through him organised some 
cricket matches between the Club and boys from the school, some of 
whom were players in school teams.  These took place on the 
school’s ground at The Woodlands, Chorley New Road, which is now 
a housing estate, usually on Friday evenings.  They were fairly 
informal in that teams didn’t have to wear full cricket kit – a white 
shirt was enough, and the emphasis was on enjoying a game 
together as well as trying to win.  The fixtures continued for several 
years and became part of the school’s annual Cricket Week at the 
end of the summer term, being played on the school’s main pitch.  By 
this time the games were more seriously competitive. 
 
As well as the games against Bolton School, some other cricket 
evenings were arranged and a pitch was hired from the Local 
Authority on Friday evenings in the summer.  Probably most of these 
games were just between teams of club members and their friends.  
The pitch was either in Moss Bank Park or at Church Road and older 
players with cars took everyone up there.  Fixtures were sometimes 
played against YMCA and other teams. 
 
When Eric Bramhall knew that he was going to move from Bolton to 
another post, he wanted the Club to continue.  He had met me at a 
meeting and knew that I had had some experience of youth work at 
university.  So he asked me if I would look after the club until a new 
curate came to the parish.  I went to some meetings and some 
cricket games and was made very welcome, so I agreed to be the 
temporary leader.  As it turned out I continued to lead it for seven 
years with some help from various other people. 
 
Some people I remember from that time are: Samad Atcha (Sam), 
Iqbal Atcha, Raooff Raja, Iqbal Badat (Ike), Mahmud-Ali Essa (Cass), 
Ayoob Limbada, Ajit Patel, John Hall, Jane Hall, Kassim Patel, Subodh 
Gandhi, Pravin Patel, Bilal Adia. 
 
Round about the same time enthusiasm for cricket led to groups of 
boys playing informal games on the field at Spa Road and in other 
places, usually with some proper equipment, perhaps just a pad on 
one leg, but not on any kind of proper wicket.  Most of the boys who 



played will also have been playing at school and soon made an 
impact on school teams in their age-groups.  Out of some of these 
games grew the Deane and Derby team which after a while entered 
the Bolton Association Second Division A, with a second team in 
Division IIB.  They were immediately successful, playing against such 
teams as YMCA (whose ground was at Sunnyside Park), Bolton 
Teachers, Horwich Town, St Osmond’s, Bolton Indians, Swinton 
Methodists, Russell Sports, Metal Box.  The First Team played at 
Leverhulme Park and the Second at Moss Bank Park on Saturdays 
with some Sunday fixtures in cup competitions.  Raoof Raja was the 
driving force and main organiser of the club and did many to get it 
established.  The First Team won their division on several occasions 
and so were entered in the Cross Cup, which meant playing against 
First Division opponents, on their grounds, whose teams always 
included one professional and some players who were only amateurs 
in name.  There were games against Adlington, Edgworth and other 
clubs which were all lost but eventually the team beat Roe Green in 
about 1978 and progressed to the second round, only to be defeated 
by Daisy Hill, whose professional was the famous veteran West 
Indian test hero Sonny Ramadhin.  The captain of Daisy Hill at the 
time was Jimmy Irani, whose son Rommie later played for 
Lancashire, Essex and England. 
 
Not long after I became involved Emmanuel School was closed and 
demolished and the club moved into the newly built Emmanuel Hall 
and became known as the Emmanuel Commonwealth Club, which 
seemed a more suitable title.  The club meetings were very similar 
but gradually the English members left because they went away to 
university or jobs, so that, although the membership increased it 
became almost entirely Asian and male.  A notable feature was the 
members enthusiasm for active games of all kinds and the very high 
standards of behaviour and care for equipment.  Later on the club 
also used the Jauncey Hall at the corner of Cannon Street and 
Gibraltar Street. 
 
 
 
 



31 Brief report of the cricket match played between 
Barbodhan (Bolton) v Darleston Commonwealth C.C. on 
Sunday 08/08/2004 at Sunnyside Park, Chelsea Road, 
Bolton.  
 
Contributed by Bilal Yacub Patel 
 
Muslims in Barbodhan have always been interested in sports and play 
and follow cricket in particular. The team called B.Y.M.C.C. have been 
in existence for a long time in Barbodhan.  
 
When they migrated abroad where possible they carried on playing 
cricket, for instance in Burma and England, and some of them ended 
up representing Burma against Pakistan. In late sixties young 
cricketers in Bolton founded a cricket team called Bolton Muslim C.C. 
Most of the players in the team were from Barbodhan. They played 
friendly matches locally and against nearby towns. They changed the 
name to Deane and Derby C.C. when they joined a local league. They 
continued playing friendly matches including Darleston C.C.C. They 
played matches on each others grounds every year. This continued 
until late 80’s. Both teams could not continue this traditional fixture 
because lack of interest by new players. 
 
This year the tradition was revived and Darleston C.C.C. was invited 
to play the match. It took place on Sunday 8th August 2004 at 
Sunnyside Park, Bolton. The ground is a home ground of Deane and 
Derby C.C. The Bolton team was made up of players from Barbodhan 
most of whom still play for Deane and Derby. 
The Darleston C.C.C. had 3 players from Barbodhan and rest 
consisted of Dhabhel, Simlok and Kafeta nearby villages in the Surat 
area of Gujarat, India – there were some Bengali and Pakistani 
players as well in the team. 
The match started late 2:00 pm. Due to Valima reception. The toss 
was won by Barbodhan and they elected to bat first. Scoring 239 – 8 
in 40 overs. Jerjis Jeewa scored 57, Iqbal Atcha 48, Sabah 34 and 
Hanif Adia 30 were the main runs scorers – Saiful taking 3 weeks for 
56 runs was the main bowler from Darleston C.C.C.  
During the tea interval a meal of rice and chicken curry was laid 



which both teams enjoyed – The Darleston innings started slowly – 
They picked up momentum but could not keep up the required run 
rate. They kept losing wickets at regular intervals and eventually 
were all out on 141. Mohammed scored 40, Jiva 18 not out were the 
main run scores from Darleston. Jerjis Jeeva 3 for 18 and Mohammed 
Atcha 3 for 31 were the star bowlers from Barbodhan side. 
 
The event was a success and every one felt that it should be 
continued. Barbodhan team have been invited to play a return match 
at Darleston next season. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



32 Paul Dyson - Information provided 30/04/2005 
 
Some points about the early origins of football and Heywood 
Park FC. 
 
“One thing we used to do at the Emmanuel (Commonwealth) Club in 
the early seventies was to enter 5-a-side competitions run by the 
Bolton Youth Service.  Usually I think these were knock-outs on just 
one evening arranged by age groups.  So the lads got some 
experience at soccer.  Also for a while we went down to YMCA once a 
week and borrowed  a good room they had  there for five-a-side 
amongst our boys.  I think quite a few of the lads used to go to 
YMCA as well as our club, and possibly some other places as well. 
 
Heywood Park FC Started about 1975 in Bolton Sunday League 
lowest division (4). Named after the Robert Heywood Park on High 
Street where the team trained. Home ground was Leverhulme Park, 
then Spa Road. 
 
Colours:  *Red shirts, white shorts, black socks and *Blue and 
white striped shirts, white/blue shorts, blue socks 
 
Originated with idea from Rashid Seedat and other members of 
Emmanuel Commonwealth Club. It was the first Asian team to play in 
local league football. 
 
In the same division in the first season was a West Indian team 
called Soul Squad, who were very fit and strong and won the division 
easily. 
 
Players at various times included Rashid Seedat, Azam (Munna) Raja, 
Suleman Badat, Mohamed Patel, Yakoob Khan, Aslam Atcha,  and 
Mubarak Patel. There were some non-Asian players right at the start, 
friends of some of the Asian lads including Steve Grime and Paul 
Morris. And others played at different times. 
 
Paul Dyson (acted as manager and secretary) with help from Kevan 
Taylor. 



 
First game was away versus Hag Fold in Atherton, lost 4-1 but Munna 
Raja scored a superb free kick into the top corner. 
 
First season was very unsuccessful and the team suffered some 
heavy defeats before finally winning one or two games late on. 
 
Because so many teams disbanded and dropped out of the Sunday 
League, the club was never relegated and in fact was promoted by 
default more than once.  It probably lasted about five seasons but 
eventually became an all (or mainly) white team which really 
defeated the object. 
 
By this time there were other Asian teams such as Bridgeman and 
High and Emmanuel FC”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



33 Chronology of Mosques in the period 

 
The first makeshift mosque and madressa (teaching school) 
established in Bolton was at 43 Walter Street. According to the 
Ordnance survey map this was an end terrace property. This was set 
up in 1965. It was used by the local Muslims to send their children 
for Arabic and religious preaching. It was also used by the men folk 
to pray Salaats (compulsory prayers). 
 
It was inadequate in size as the communities grew. Also at the time 
the newly arrived communities were on the receiving end of racial 
abuse and harassment. This being an end of terrace property made it 
an even more susceptible target. It did not have a religious or Islamic 
name attached to it probably because of the uncertainty of whether 
the communities would settle long term in Bolton. It was referred to 
as the Walter Street Mosque. 
 
Soon after, the near by Peace Street Methodist Church was 
purchased by members of the local Muslim community for the price 
of £7,400 in 1967. The Peace Street Methodist Church members 
merged with the Daubhill Methodist Church congregation, to form the 
St. Peters Methodist Society.  
 
Once again it was simply referred to as Peace Street Mosque. The 
name Zakaria was derived from Hazrat Sheikh Zakaria who visited 
the mosque in 1969. 
 
This building also became the target of racists and the young 
members of the Muslim community were regularly protecting the 
premises from attack and vandalism from the then minority of 
troublesome “teddy boys.”   
 
The current Zakaria mosque is the oldest established mosque in 
Bolton. From this starting point there were other satellite mosques 
set up which came under the umbrella of Zakaria. 
 
As the Muslim community rose in numbers in the north of Bolton on 
Blackburn Road it was decided to purchase a property. From 



donations from Muslims all over Bolton a building was purchased in 
1968 in Canning Street, off Blackburn Road. This was named 
“Taiyabah Mosque.”  
 
Very soon after a terrace property was purchased this time in Pool 
Street, which was, called “Madina Mosque”.  Pool Street was an area 
just on the outskirts of Bolton town centre. 
 
All three mosques were managed by the executive committee of the 
Zakaria Mosque and collectively were known under an umbrella 
organisation, which was Islamic Cultural Centre. To this day the 
Zakaria Mosque is still referred to as the Islamic Cultural Centre.     
 
During the same period two other mosques were set up individually 
notably Ashrafia Mosque at Lower Cannon Street, just off Deane 
Road and Mecca Mosque just off Rishton Lane. 
 
In 1975 another mosque was set up on Halliwell Road, Bolton. This 
mosque showed an interest in joining the Islamic Cultural Centre and 
was accepted as an affiliate. By this period there were 4 mosques 
under the auspices of the Islamic Cultural Centre but each mosque 
had their own working management committee.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



34 Interview with Hazrat Maulana Yusuf Suleman Motala 
 
Held at the Darul Uloom, Holcome Brook, Bury on Saturday 21st May 
2005 
Saturday 12 Raby` al-THaany 1426 A.H. 
 
Present in the company of Hazrat, in the Library, were Ibrahim 
Dawood Kala and Farook Ismail Atcha. 
 
This is a transcript of the interview. 
 
The Walter Street Mosque was already established at number 43. But 
there were discussions ongoing about the £2,500 asking price for the 
new building on Peace Street. Some members of the community 
were persistent that we must not go over a certain price. 
 
Hanif Amla, President at the time and Shafi Bhai and other members 
of the committee wanted to pursue purchasing the church building to 
convert to a mosque. They were adamant of going for it irrespective 
of the price. 
 
In June 1968 Hazrat came to England, with the purpose of getting 
married. His first port of call was Preston. In July of 1968, there was 
a gathering of Muslims at the Clarendon Street, Jamia Mosque, 
Preston. The Bolton committee apprehended Hazrat there and asked 
Hazrat if he would like to become Imam of the proposed new 
mosque. In July 1968 Hazrat got married in Preston. 
 
The Bolton committee wanted to talk to him and arranged to meet 
him. They needed an Imam in Bolton. Hazrat agreed that he would 
lead prayers on one Jummah and give it a go. So a few weeks later, 
accompanying Hazrat was Ismail Seedat, as they took a bus from 
Preston. This was Hazrat’s first visit to the town of Bolton.  They 
went to Hanif Amla’s house, ate some food and departed for the 
mosque. There was a Maulana Nakhuda who used to be the Imam at 
the time. Hazrat was asked to perform Jummah Salah by the 
committee.  
 



Maulana Nakhuda performed a bayan on the day in question and 
Hazrat was asked to approach the minbar when it was time to 
perform the Salah. As he approached the minbar he was asked by 
Maulana Nakhuda who are you, where are you from, which village 
are you from? Hazrat replied I’m here to perform the Jummah Salah 
and I have come from the village Nani Naroli. 
 
In July 1968 Hazrat lead Jummah prayers and the Bolton public 
wanted Hazrat to be the Imam. The committee were offering him 11 
pounds per week. He said that we would give it a try and see what it 
will be like. 
 
Hazrat retuned back to Preston, where Maulana Salim Dhorat’s 
Walisaab and others representing Masjid Noor from Leicester 
approached him in Preston. They needed two Imams and asked him 
to come with them to Leicester. They said that because Hazrat had 
not started he could accept their offer to go to Leicester. As part of 
their argument they stated they had a bigger need, bigger 
community and bigger premises. Compared that with Bolton were 
there was a smaller Ummah or Muslim population and as a result 
fewer people coming to pray Salaats in Bolton. They offered him £21 
a week in wages, with accommodation. He was asked how he could 
live and survive on £11 per week. 
 
There was recently a Bhukhari Sharif Conference in Leicester where 
Hazrat mentioned that he fondly remembers Leicester Muslims as 
“old friends” as there was a delegation that came for him.  
 
But Hazrat decided to stay in the north west and in Bolton. 
  
In August 1968 Hazrat was offered accommodation at the old 
mosque premises at Walter Street. He stayed there, but there were 
no carpets, no heater, no furniture, and very bare. He came with his 
wife and they both became ill living in the conditions as they were. 
 
Qari Ibrahim Bobat took Hazrat to his house in Parliament Street. He 
was asked to stay there. His wife returned back to Preston. Hazrat 



then rented property at 7 Moor Street, off High Street, giving rent at 
£2.50 per week. 
 
Hazrat’s father in law still wanted him still to go to Leicester and he 
was quite angry with Hazrat for not taking on the opportunity to go 
to Leicester. But Hazrat was not interested in money and he was 
recently newly qualified. 
 
He started his Imamat at Zakaria Mosque with a Jummah prayers. 
Salahs used to be performed downstairs at the time. Upstairs was 
inhabitable. 
  
A few days later on the Sunday, some of the local Muslims advised 
Hazrat that during weekdays you will be lucky to see people at the 
mosque. There were a number of factors for this. The time of the 
year was August where Fajar and Isha Salahs were very early in the 
morning and pretty late at night and that people would be doing shift 
work. At the time there was a problem in Bolton and that was 
Muslims were being harassed and teased by the white population 
(albeit a minority of them). Muslims had no cars and had to travel by 
foot to the mosque and it was risky to travel by yourself on the 
streets on Bolton. He was advised for his own safety not to perform 
Salahs for this reason.  
 
Despite this Hazrat continued and many a time he had to pray Salah 
often by himself as there were no other Muslim faithful or Musali with 
him. The first regular Musali in Fajar prayers was Ayoob Chohan. The 
first regular Musali to pray Isha Salah was Yunus Bhai Nandiwala. 
Often these were the only regular Musalis. 
 
The mosque then started having a madressa for teaching children. 
The first teachers he recalls were Maulana Mamoon and Maulana 
Achodi.    
 
Here the interview ends. And will be continued Inshah Allah.  



35 Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society 

Background 

 
To fulfill social, religious and other requirements of Muslims residing 
in Barbodhan, various private and public charitable institutions were 
established. Four main institutions still in existence in Barbodhan are 
as follows, 
1, Barbodhan Masjid and associated Waqf Trusts (Mosque) 
2, Murhoom Mohmed Ahmed Atcha Waqf Trust (Madressa) 
3, Kutub Khana-e-Islam (Library) 
4, Muslim Students’ Union 
 
Murhoom Mohmed Ahmed Atcha Waqf Trust runs a Madressa in 
Barbodhan providing basic Islamic education to children. This Trust 
as the name suggests was established by Mohmed Ahmed Atcha. He 
emigrated to Burma and became a successful businessman. In his 
will he created this trust in Burma for the benefit of the Muslims 
residing in Barbodhan and in Burma. The main aims of the trust were 
to run the Madressa, to give financial help to poor Muslims of 
Barbodhan and to provide scholarships and educational expenses to 
poor Muslims of Barbodhan. 
 
This continued until the late 1950’s when political scene in Burma 
changed and all financial support to Barbodhan was cut off. The 
management of the Trust and running of the Madressa in Barbodhan 
was left to the trustees in Barbodhan. They found it very difficult and 
struggled to keep the Madressa going without support from Burma. 
 
Establishment of Barbodhan Muslim Welfare Society U. K. 
 
At around the same time people from Barbodhan and Burma started 
to emigrate to England. Several people who came from Burma 
borrowed money from the Trust for their passage to England. By the 
late 1950’s there were several Barbodhians already in England. They 
became aware of the plight of the Trust and wanted to do something 
about it – initially several individuals started collecting money to keep 
the madressa running in Barbodhan. Some of these were Murhoom 



Mohammed Yusuf Atcha, Murhoom Ebrahim Atcha and Mohammed 
Ali Ghanchi. Gradually they realised the need to formalise it as more 
and more Barbodhians joined them. Thus the Barbodhan Muslim 
Welfare Society U.K. came into existence in 1960. This continued 
until 1963 when the first constitution of the society was approved in 
an annual general meeting. The Society still exists today and is 
registered as a charitable organisation.  

Activities 

 
The first constitution included amongst its aims to run the madressa, 
to help poor and needy in Barbodhan and to support members in 
England. But the main activity was concerned with the madressa in 
Barbodhan. 
 
As more and more members joined and started to contribute the 
society started to expand its activities. Apart from running the 
madressa it started to provide evening English classes and street 
lighting. Later on participated and completed several projects which 
are still benefiting the Muslims and other communities in Barbodhan 
and elsewhere. Some of the main projects were: - 
  

• Building of first floor kutub khana. 
• Building of new madressa on the same site. 
• Purchase of building in Surat for running of madressa. 
• Financial assistance to Muslim students union. 
• Building Eidgah. 
• Providing funds for major repairs to Masjid. 
• Providing funds for building rooms to generate income for 

Masjid. 
• Providing funds for electrics for Masjid and Barbodhan School. 
• Providing funds for a high school in Segva. 
• Providing funds for a hospital in Surat. 

 

 

 



Recent changes 

 
All this continued until 1990 when the committee realised that 
membership was starting to dwindle, as number of original members 
was getting smaller. Proportion of members who grew up or were 
born and bred in England was increasing and they were hardly aware 
of the society. To combat this it was resolved to make necessary 
changes in the constitution and include some activities in England as 
well. To increase awareness amongst young members they were 
encouraged to join the society’s activities and make positive 
contributions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



36 Murhoom Mohammed Ahmed Atcha (MMA) Waqf Trust 
 
(Translated by Bilal Yacoob Patel) 
 
Born in Barbodhan around 1845. 
 
MMA went to Burma at a young age. At the age of 22 he went into 
business with a Aref Ismail Bham. 
 
At the age of 42 due to poor health he made a will dated Friday 18th 
February 1887.  
 
According to the will – all gold, diamonds and jewellery to his wife. 
From remainder, a quarter as follows Rs 500 in Rangoon, Rs 1500 to 
Khadijha his wife, Rs 500 to Mominbi his sister in Barbodhan. The 
remaining money to be used to buy property. The income derived 
from this property to help poor Muslims in Barbodhan, and after this 
the trustees had the authority to use as they saw fit for any 
charitable purposes. 
 
The remaining 75% was to be distributed according to Islamic rules 
amongst my heirs. 
 
I appoint Mr Gulam M Ismail Murad, Yusuf Ebrahim Mulla and 
Mohmed Ismail Kaloo as executors of my will. 
 
Mohammed Ahmed Atcha Waqf Constitution 
 
6 permanent trustees – 3 in Rangoon and 3 in Barbodhan 
 
First six were 
 
1 Ebrahim Esmail Ghanchee 
2 Gulam M Ibrahim Patel 
3 Gulam H Ibrahim Patel all of Barbodhan 
 
4 Suleman Ismail Atcha 
5 Ahmed Ismail Hashim Atcha 



6 Mohmed Ibrahim Limaliya all of Rangoon 
 
Aim – From Nett income, reserved fund not to exceed 1/6. Then  
 
1 To run and maintain “Atcha Madressa” in Barbodhan. 
2 To pay school fees and educational expenses of poor students in 
Rangoon and in Barbodhan. 
3 To give to the poor in Barbodhan from time to time or as trustees 
saw fit for charitable purposes. 
 
The constitution was effective from 1918. The trust was registered in 
Rangoon High Court no 341.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



37 Murhoom Ayoob Ahmed Atcha (AAA) 
  
AAA was one of the trustees of the Murhoom Mohmed Ahmed Atcha 
Waqf Trust. This Trust is reputed to have helped out Barbodhians 
who wanted financial and other help whilst coming from India/Burma 
to England.  
 
He was born on 7th March 1911 in Barbodhan, India. He passed 
away on 20th February 1969 in Rangoon, Burma. 
 
AAA was married to Sarah Gulam Hussain Atcha. She was born on 
10th July 1915 in Rangoon, Burma. She passed away on 28th 
January 1972 and was buried in New Overdale Cemetery, Bolton, 
England. 
 
They married each other on 24th November 1932. Together they had 
9 children named: 
 
Samad Ayoob Atcha (settled in Gloucester, England) 
Gora Bhai Atcha (settled in Toronto, Canada) 
Iqbal Ayoob Atcha (settled in Bolton, England) 
Idris Ayoob Atcha (settled in Bolton, England) 
Rukaya Ayoob Atcha (Murhoom) 
Murhoom Choti apa Atcha (settled in Bolton, England) 
Murhoom Hafsa Ayoob Atcha (settled in Bolton, England) 
Jameela Ayoob Atcha (settled in Gloucester, England) 
Rashida Ayoob Atcha (settled in Bolton, England) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



38 Barbodhan Remembered 
 

Barbodhan, Oh Barbodhan remembered well  
 

Hot and sunny the village was swell. 
Call in on Fo'ees at your desire 
When bored, why stay in mire. 
Move on to t’raou, or gam pader 

You soon get happy and lot less sadder. 
Live and be merry at Da'dees, or Na'nas 

Skip school, Madressa and spend Ba’jis Aa'nas. 
Do nothing all day, just enjoy the place 

Still don’t understand why we joined the rat race.  
 
 

At only eight, in Bolton on that unforgettable date 
What’s more, in one dash, lost all me mate. 
Christmas Day. What a Day! One may say 

For me, losing Barbodhan was a bitter price to pay. 
Was transport running? I haven’t a clue 

I asked the same question ‘till I turned blue.  
 
 

England World Champions under Sir Alf Ramsey 
I was left puzzled by a girls name Tamsey. 

There was a distinct racial mix 
Soon at school it got me in a fix. 

Why were people next-door paler and whiter? 
Would I one day be akin and brighter.  

 
 

Everything, everywhere cold and frosted 
Why were the English eating turkey, roasted? 

Outside streets white with snow 
Ma shouts, 'Stop! That’s no place to go!' 
Concept of snow being only in fridge 

Oh how wrong was I with my thinking bridge. 
Long walks to school, often on slippery slopes 



Going back to Barbodhan was my only hope. 
School was warm; playground bitterly cold 
Snowfall depth could get worse, I was told. 

 
Teachers were good; some boys were bad 

Hence longed for classes; but not playground masses. 
English bettered by a special course 
Slowly made me a playground force. 

Ghastly boys under control and full of shame 
Elated me to a newfound fame.  

 
 

Opportunities opened, as my father had said 
As Babodhanias multiplied, so did our street cred. 
Thru’ time my memory of Barbodhan became hazy 

But I know, to lose remembrance of it would be totally crazy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



39 Obituary of Mohammed Aslam Ebrahim Atcha 

Died suddenly on Monday 3rd December 2001 (18 Ramadan 1422 
AH). 
He leaves a widow and three daughters. Aslam as most people 
affectionately knew him worked at Preston and West Lancashire 
Racial Equality Council as a Racial Equality Officer since 1982. 
 
He was instrumental in calming tensions in Bolton in the early 1980s 
where he assisted the Bolton Council for Community Relations. At 
Preston & West Lancs. REC he was instrumental in many unique and 
innovative projects, for instance working with prisons, kicking racism 
out of sport and community development work. Preston was a town 
he chose to work in as this was where he spent his first days as a 
youngster in 1962 when his father lived there. 
 
His father Murhoom Ebrahim Eusoof Atcha lived at 64 Bedford Street, 
Preston after arriving from Rangoon, Burma. Originally from 
Barbodhan village, District Surat, India. The family lived here for two 
years before deciding to settle in Bolton. In terms of other voluntary 
work in the mid to early 1980's, Aslam was the brain child of Deane 
and Derby Cricket Club who were one of the first Asian cricket clubs 
in the country to have their own ground and club house. 
 
On the local amateur football scene Aslam helped out with the Deane 
and Derby Football Club. In the mid 1990's Aslam served on the 
committees of Zakaria Mosque, the oldest mosque in Bolton for about 
5 years and the legacy he and others have left behind is there for all 
to see with the construction of the new mosque. Aslam could have 
and should have been the first Asian Elected Member on Bolton 
Council, but it was never to be. 
 
Aslam was a mad Bolton Wanderers fan and had been a season 
ticket holder for many years. Aslam travelled to virtually every single 
football ground and had missed only a handful of matches in recent 
years. Aslam died in the holy and blessed month of Ramadan. He 
died suddenly therefore with little pain. He was fortunate to be 
buried within 24 hours of his death. 



 
He was buried at New Overdale Cemetery on 4th December 2001. 
There were hundreds if not thousands there to pray for him and his 
family. May Allah (God) grant him Jannat (Paradise), Ameen (Amen) 

Thursday, 6th December 2001 
(01/SC/588) 
 
It is with regret that we announce the sudden death of Mohammed 
Atcha, a County Council employee who worked on secondment with 
the Preston Racial Equality Council, on Monday 4th December at 
9.00pm in his home town of Bolton. 
 
Mohammed joined the Preston Racial Equality Council in 1982 and 
worked tirelessly to help improve community relations throughout 
Lancashire. 
 
He was born and brought up in Bolton - as a long time supporter of 
Bolton Wanderers he was delighted to see his team doing so well 
back in the Premiership. 
 
Gulab Singh MBE, Chairman of the Preston Racial Equality Council, 
said: "Mohammed was trustworthy, loyal and a true public servant. 
He served all communities with vigour and enthusiasm." 
 
County Councillor Vali Patel said: "It was with great sadness that I 
learned of the news of Mohammed's 
untimely death. He worked to make our local communities better 
places, and I am sure many people throughout Lancashire share our 
sorrow at this time." 
 
Mohammed leaves a wife and three daughters." 

 

 

 



40 Goolam Mahomed Dawoojee Atchia (Mauritius) 

Muslims from India emigrated to Mauritius in the early part of the 
nineteenth century and that included those from the village 
Barbodhan. This is a brief profile of a few. 

Moomtaz Emrith in his book “ A History of Muslims in Mauritius” 
writes the following about Goolam Mahomed Dawoojee Atchia 
(GMDA). In the preface it states “ I was privileged to benefit from the 
vast knowledge and experience of the late GMDA, who not only 
provided me with his own encyclopaedic knowledge of the history of 
the Muslims in Mauritius of which he himself was, as a prominent 
political leader of the Muslims for many years, front rank player but 
also at my disposal his fabulous personal library to do my research. 
Atchia, who was at the time at the dusk of his life, showed 
tremendous interest in the book. However, he would not live to see 
its publication. He passed away a few months earlier. 

On page 173-174 Emrith writes of the contribution made by GMDA. 

GMDA was born on August 27 1890 and died on November 15 1966. 

GMDA was always at the forefront of all Muslim cultural, religious and 
social activities. He played a conspicuous and very significant role in 
the education programmes of the Muslims in Mauritius. 

GMDA held several important positions related to education in the 
Muslim Community. He was for several years the manager of the 
Surtee Sunnee Mohammedan Aided School and of the Muslim High 
School. He was a founding member of the Muslim Education Society 
and assumed the Chairmanship of the Muslim Education Authority. 
GMDA was also a member of the Government Education Advisory 
Committee which was responsible for the primary school curriculum 
in Mauritius. In 1932 whilst in London as special representative of the 
Muslim community of Mauritius, he made representations to the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies on the possibility of establishing a 
government secondary school for girls. Some 20 years later the first 
secondary school for girls opened in Mauritius.   



In 1938 GMDA became the first Muslim Mayor of city of Port 
Louis. GMDA had been a municipal councillor for over 16 years and 
it literally bogs the mind why it took so long for him to be chosen as 
Mayor. GMDA had been deputy mayor for 6 years. 

Other Barbodhians 

The town of Rose Hill is about 20 minutes drive form Port Louis. 
Muslim settled here in 1835. In 1863, the number of Muslims grew in 
the town to an appreciable size to warrant the need for a mosque for 
them to practise their religion and culture. The same year, Ismael 
Jeewa, a trader who was also very learned and pious Muslim, 
acquired, on behalf of the Muslims of Rose Hill, a plot of land on 
Remono Street and built a small mosque for the community. 

In the years 1893, 1912 and 1915, Hajee Ibrahim Sulliman 
Atchia (ISA), a prominent businessman and an influential member 
of the Rose Hill Muslim congregation, bought, on behalf of the 
Muslim community, several plots of land adjacent to the mosque and 
made the latter’s expansion possible. ISA was for many years also 
the Mutawalli of the mosque. Besides being a trader and a pioneering 
industrialist he was also a great philanthropist. He took an active 
interest in the religious and cultural well being of his fellow Muslims 
and contributed extensively both in time and money, to promote 
social and cultural growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



41 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
Name : Maryam Ayub Adia 
Born : India 
 
Grown up in Barbodhan, it was very nice, very hot, very poor. Grew 
up with relatives and cousins, used to stay up till late sitting on the 
porch. 
 
Eight people used to share the house but dad used to stay in Burma 
for most of the year. Very big house – 3 living rooms, kitchen, 
bathroom, toilet, big yard + 4 bedrooms and bathroom + big terrace. 
 
School : Barbodhan Pratmic School 
Attended school for 7 years, left school when 12 years old. Was one 
of the first women to sit exams at 7 grade (12 years old). Small 
school back then, only 3 rooms with 7 classes, each class had 20 
students, so roughly 100 to 120 pupils in total. In Maryam Adia’s 
class she was the only girl in her class, studying with 10 boys, 
learning Gujarati and Hindi. Mum was a housewife and father was a 
salesman in Burma – later bought his own shop, pottery shop. 
 
Grandad, (Mums dad) was very rich in Burma. Used to have 2  
cinema complexes and 2 shops, owned his own boat which they used 
to import & export goods. 
 
Use to entertain herself in the weekend and holidays with various 
craft activities like embroidery, sewing and knitting. Once a month 
she used to go shopping to Surat with her mother, and sometimes 
brother and sister. Use to leave the house at 7.00 am and come 
home after shopping at 7.00 pm using public transport. Bus ticket 
used to cost 4 Anas, which is equivalent to 5p. 
 
Back in those days Hindus and Muslims used to live in harmony. 
 
Used to play (katera) playing with stones, playing with a ball at 
school. 



 
Her job at home as a child used to be to clean the house. Sometimes 
used to wash clothes, and go to collect drinking water from a nearby 
well. Used to sew and do embroidering for people. 
 
Got work after leaving school but never went, parents told her she 
was not to go to work because she was a one. 
 
Got married by telegram. 
 
Got married to Ayub Adia in 1961. 
 
Came to England in 1968. 
 
Had 1st son in 1969.  
 
Had 2nd son in 1972. 
 
Got a part time job as a cotton winder in a mill in 1974 in 1974. Has 
worked full time  in Tootal. 
 
Retired in 1998, is currently 67 years of age. She is now a retired 
housewife and a proud grandmother of three grand children, with a 
fourth on the way. 
 
General day nowadays: a bit of cooking, a bit of cleaning, napping 
and a lot  of socialising and getting together with friends and 
relatives. 

 

 

 

 

 



42 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
1) Mr  Farook Ayoob Nalla 

Born,    Barbodhan, India 
 
2) Grown up in Barbodhan, India up to the age of 16 years. In my 

early age I went school and madrassah in a village. – The life 
was easy and enjoyable. 

 
3) In the house we were 4 brothers, 4 sisters and my parents 

lived in Barbodhan Village – good life-getting fresh food (veg 
and milk) mango + fruits. 

 
4) Barbodhan village school. It was a small school, but good 

education. – When I came to UK, I joined college in Blackburn 
– completed Textile Operator courses:- in Ring Spinning, Card-
room, Speed frame, draw frame etc 

 
5) My father was a farmer (mango farmer in Barbodhan – Running 

a business of aluminium utensil shop in Rangoon, Burma. 
 
6) Interests include home decorating, travelling, visit friends and 
 relatives. 
 
7) Local village games, cricket, marbles, and swimming. 
 
8) Helping out my father in agricultural work on farm. Household 

work for my mum. 
 
9) I started my first job on 9/7/1963 at T Wall and Sons in 

Gloucester, UK. Sun Spring bedding – John Barnes and Sons 
Ltd – Tootal Mill – Barlow and Jones, Prospect Mill in Preston 

 
10) Volunteer worker with Jamiya Islamia. 
 
Note:- At the age of 16(years) I left India for Rangoon, Burma in  
July 1962. I stayed  in Rangoon about 5 months, then I left for 



London on 25/12/1962 with late Abubakar Adia and late Ismail 
Limalia. I settled down in Preston. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



43 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
 
1) Mr Gulam Mohamed Ebrahim Patel 

P.O.B –Barbodhan India 
 

2) Grown up in Barbodhan India up to the age of 12 years – 
Attended madrassah in the morning time except on Fridays, 
afterwards went to school all day. In the evening played games 
– marbles, Karom board, skipping rope,- really enjoyable life. 

 
3) In the house, there were 4 brothers, 1 sister and my parents – 

we lived in Bradford, Yorkshire, in a 3 storey house, consisting 
of 4 rooms. Our house was very small, only front part of the 
house was ours – using outside toilet, life at that time was 
miserable, dark and very cold – snow. Very few Asians were in 
Bradford. 

 
4) In India, Barbodhan School,- it was a small village school. – 

When I came to UK I joined school over here in Bradford. This 
school was open for foreign students, they taught us special 
English lessons. 

 
5) My mother – housewife, Father was a textile worker. 

 
6) Visiting to see relatives in Preston & Bolton – remembers going 

to Blackpool - morning madrassah – playing some games with 
friends. 

 
7) Swimming – Cricket and cooking. 

 
8) Went shopping, help out to my mother in kitchen and house 
cleaning etc 

 
9) I worked at electricity board in Yorkshire as a trainee 

electrician. I worked in all different departments as a cable 
jointer, overhead liner, sub-station and store man – afterwards 



I got a job with BT. I worked there about 25 years as a 
telephone engineer. 

 
10) DIY (since retired) 

 
Note:- We left Bombay, India bound for Southampton, UK by 
steamer (ship) with my mother and two brothers – the 
journey took 22 days to reach UK. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



44 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
Mariyam Gulam Hussain Ghanchi 
 
1948 Birthplace, Barbodhan. 
 
Had a very poor, deprived up bringing. Dad died when she was very 
young. Mum made ends meet by working for others. “My sister was 
sent to work in another village because my mum cannot afford to 
feed her.”  “My brother went to work as a mechanic”. 
  
I lived with my mum and two brothers. Started going to school but 
stopped when I was 8 years old because I had to go out to work 
because we could not afford it. 
 
Used to play cricket  and hide and seek with my friends. 
 
Had a very poor background, so really happy that she was getting 
away from all that and coming to England. Husband came to fetch 
her from India.  
 
“I was worried and anxious about moving to a new country. Had 
never even left my village before, so it was scary”.  
 
1974 – Arrived – lived with sister in law for 6 month in Bolton, 
Maybank Street, in 2 bed house, 1 room was very small.  
 
Sister in law had four daughters, 1 married son who had a wife and 1 
child, so altogether there were 9 adults 1 child in a 2 bed house. Very 
crammed.  
 
At the time there was only 1 halal butcher so they would get their 
meat from there. Fresh Indian vegetables were very scarce so they 
relied mostly on meat.  
 



Used to wash clothes by hand. No hot running water, so had to boil 
this. No bathroom, had to make a makeshift bath in the garden and 
used buckets, etc.  
 
Work was hard to come by. Husband eventually got a job, 5 days a 
week, 10 hours per day. Worked at Swan Lane Mill, then Tootals 
Factory.  
 
English people were very nice, helped whenever I asked. 
 
Coals would heat the water and there were paraffin heaters.  
 
After 6 months at sister in law’s she rented 2 rooms, which 
comprised 1 kitchen and 1 living/bed room. Had to put 50p into the 
meter to get hot water for a bath, which was in the cellar.  
 
Bought house far £3000 at end of 1974. 2 bed, no bathroom or 
inside toilet. Couldn’t afford much. Bought 2nd hand furniture. Clothes 
were washed in the laundry.  
 
Used to sew for agencies to make sufficient income. Didn’t really go 
out or mix with other fellow Barbodhians. Hard times. 
 
Had 4 children. Husband died in 1985. Difficult period but managed 
to get through because of my children. Now as the children have 
grown up and studied and married she feels happier She has grand 
children so content with them.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



45 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
Gori Bibi Raja  
Nee Zubeda Yusuf Atcha 
  
Born in Burma (DOB 1st April 1934) 
 
Went to India when she was 6 years old.  
Mum and dad 3 brothers + 3 sisters.  
Went to school, housework, played and went to mosque. Lived in 
large Haveli.  
 
Dad worked in Burma, had a shop. Mum was a housewife.  
 
Weekends + holidays – stayed in Gham (Village). No real facilities for 
going into Surat. 
  
When Bi ma went to do Hajj, Zuleka Apa and brothers + sisters 
stayed at their house. 
 
Got married in 1957, went to Burma in 1958 for 8 years. Had 3 
children there then went back to Gham. 
 
Stayed for 3 years in Burma had one more child. 
 
Came to England in 1967 at the age of 35, straight to Bolton. Had 
own house on Birkdale Street. 
  
Went to work in factory - James Lever for 5 years. 
  
Had a shop on St Helens Rd, no 128. Greengrocers. Worked there for 
5 years. Reason they closed was because husband did nights, boys 
went to school. Predominantly a white area and where scared to live 
on lived on top of shop. Then moved to View Street. Liked it in Bolton 
and all the family settled in quickly.  
 
 



46 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
 

Aisha Ahmed Atcha (DOB 30/3/32) 
 
Born in Barbodhan 
  
3 Brothers and 3 sisters and mum and dad. Lived in large house 
“Haveli”  
  
Went to school and mosque in Barbodhan. 
  
Dad went to work at the local doctors.  
 
Used to play hide and seek, Tig etc. Used do to embroidery. 
 
Jobs did when a child included washing up, brushing, washing 
clothes. 
 
After she got married, went to Burma in 1951. Stayed there for 12 
years. Went back to Barbodhan in 1964 with 5 children and then in 
1971 came to Bolton. 
 
Came to Bolton in 1971 with 7 children. Travelled by herself. Found it 
very difficult in travelling. 
 
Found it hard – husband had to feed 8 people. 2 eldest daughters 16 
years and 15 years didn’t get to go to school so they started working 
straight away. The other five went to school. 
 
Aisha worked at home (sewing) for 8 years. 
 
In 1974  started working in Brandwood Street at a factory. 
 
Worked for nine years, mornings – 5.00 am + 2.00 pm and Days – 
7.30am till 4.30pm. 



Also used to cook, clean and keep the house in good condition. The 
house had outside bath and toilet.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



47 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 

Hanifa Ghanchi (DOB 11/7/45) 
  
Place of birth – Barbodhan, India. 
 
Had 2 brothers and 2 sisters. 
 
Went to school - 9.00am till 12 noon and between 1.00pm till 
4.00pm. 
  
Father was in Burma, Mum at home. Mum did all work herself. 
Water, cattle work, hand-washed clothes, etc. 
 
School closed in weekend and the mosque would open.  
 
Now retired on a pension. Used to make crackers at home with the 
family. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



48 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
Rahela Mohammed Saeed Ghanchi (DOB 17/1/47) 
 
Born Barbodhan of 2 sisters and 3 brothers (2 RIP young age).  
Second eldest of daughters, lived in Barbodhan.  
 
Lived in Farya near the Mosque and went to Gujarati class but at  
the age of 12 years stopped school. 
 
Stayed at home, very interested and learned to sew, self taught. 
Weren’t allowed to go to Surat unless with mother. 
 
Married Dec 25 1970. After 5 months husband died, 6 month 
pregnant with Saeeda. Saeeda born October as first and only child. 
 
1971 June 30th Husband died. Father died in Preston 31st June 1971.  
Father initially lived in Burma and mum in India. 
  
Then father move to Preston, mother came to England in 1969.  
Mother died in Preston in 1976. 
 
After husband died went to live with Kaki Rukiya Umar Atcha. She 
had 2 daughters Hawa Gori  and Khadija. Kaki moved to England in 
1967.  
 
Lived with in laws after mother in law died. Lived with father in law. 
In 1982 came to brothers wedding in England. 
 
Saeeda came as well and stayed for a year (Saeeda was 11 years 
old). Stayed in Bolton with brother and sister and then went back to 
India. 
 
Father in law died in 1992. 
 
Saeeda came to UK in 1992 then I came 1994 (27 April 1994) 



Saeeda RIP 27 July 2003, left behind three children, Junaid, Sauda 
and Safia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



49 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
Ismail Moosa Atcha 
Age 72    DOB (1-1-33) 
Born Barbodhan 
  
Left Burma in 1961 to come to the UK.  
 
Came via Burma for financial reasons. 
 
Came to England in November 1961 to Preston. 
 
After nine months worked in Chocolate factory for one year (£9/week 
wages).  
Then in Courtaulds textile mill (£12/week wages) till retirement in 
1980. 
 
1965 bought 1st house - £900 (9 Chaddock St). 1967 Bought 2nd 
house. Family arrived in 1966, four children Ilyas, Dawood, Sofia and 
Rashid and Wife Salma.  
 
Prayed Jummah in house together. Eid namaz performed in car park, 
then Eid in a park in snow. 
 
Formed committee and bought a house for Masjid (Great Avenham 
Street).  
 
When arrived in England, lived in a house with 14-15 other people 
(one dish for everyone). 5 beds used by all. Rent £2 for person. Still 
living in same property.  
 
Now children have their own businesses and property in Blackpool. 
 
 
 
 
 



50 Interview on Sunday 17th July 2005 in Quebec Hall, 
Quebec Street, Bolton. Going Back to Our Routes Event. 
 
Kassim Gulam Hussain Jina  
 
Aged 76 born 29th September 1928 in Barbodhan. 
 
In 1955 went to Karachi from Barbodhan.  
 
Textile worker for much of his life in the UK. 
 
In June 1966 moved to England, Bolton and called his family over 
after. 
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Zohra Salim Atcha 
  
Moved to England when 20 years old in 1966.  
 
Father lived in Burma and used to visit them in India. 
 
Dad was boss in the house.  
 
7.00am went to pray at Mosque till 10.00am. 
 
From 10.00am went to school to learn Gujerati, Hindi, Maths, History 
and left school at 12- 13 years of age.  
 
As a youngster used to like dolls, tea parties, hopping and carom 
board. 
 
In England, no carpets and toilet outside. Used to snow a lot. Was in 
Walsall, where no people from Barbodhan.  
 
Didn’t know English and never went anywhere. 
 
The white people were really nice and friendly. Community helped 
each other. 
   
Were very poor and lived in strict conditions. 
 
In laws had a meat shop. But family were in Preston. 
 
After leaving school she learnt to sew, knit and do embroidery. 
 
When young in the village she had to cook, clean, water fill, etc and 
they had no servants. 
 
They never went on holiday or to the cinema. Only went to Surat if 
they were sick. Grandmother used to take them house visiting.  



She moved to England with her husband but husband died on a trip 
to India. After she returned from India and the funeral she lived in 
Preston with her parents. Lived in Preston until her parents died and 
as she had no one to look after her she moved to Bolton, where her 
aunt and uncle lived. Then she remarried in early 80’s. 
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Fatima Suleman Nalla  
nee Fatima Suleman Atcha  
 
Born in Barbodhan. 
 
Lived in Burma – Rangoon  
Small House with 3 rooms bath/toilet kitchen. Mother there on own, 
used to get scared. 
 
Moved back to Gham in 1964.  
 
Hali Faryoo, Musa Atcha was neighbour. Married in 1967, moved to 
England in 1968 with one child. 
 
Upstairs uncle family Ahmed Atcha. Hashim Atcha in Burma, his wife 
moved to Mauritius. 
 
Used to sell watches in Burma. Small shop. Mother at Home. 
Remembers servants. 
 
Ramzan, orphan child used to come and they fed them at night. Even 
at sehri used to buy fresh food on the street. Used to go to the 300/ 
gardens on Eid. 
 
When arrived in England, lived with mum and family and English 
neighbours. The house cost £400 in Gilbert Street, many other 
Barbodhians there.   
 
Used to like carom board, embroidery, knitting, reading and sewing. 
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Fatima Ismail Atcha 
nee Fatima Abdul Rehman Atcha  
 
Born in Barbodhan. 
 
Sali Faryoo, Suleman Raja and Patel Bhai neighbours. 
 
6 sisters. Father passed away. Big house. Oldest son moved to 
England around 1969. 
 
Father in Burma worked in shop. 
 
Eid – used to go to friend’s house, go to Surat to eat ice cream or 
have party in the park. 
 
Used to like embroidery with friends. Remembers house. Used to love 
going to the wells. 

 
Lived in Preston at first with English and Pakistani neighbours. Laloo 
Limalaya was another neighbour. Lived in Delaware Street until 1971. 
Then moved to Bolton. Oak Street on rent. Bought a house for £500 
house on Isabel Street. 
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Nazma Gulam Patel    
nee Nazma Ahmed Yusuf Rawat    
       
When 3 years old moved to Rangoon. Dawood Atcha across Street 
with Buchoo mama as neighbours. 4 floor house with 2 brothers and 
sisters there. 

 
11 years old came back to Gham. Stayed here another nine years. 

 
5 people and Nani in Burma and Dadi in Gham. She preferred to live 
in Burma. 
 
Dang Farya, 2 floor house. Went to Gham school and Madressa. 
 
Aluminium Shop, sold pots and pans. Husband went to Lahore to 
work in Mama’s shop. Move to England in 1967. 
 
Burma – used to go to each at others houses or visit relatives and 
teachers. 
 
Gham – a bazaar used to be set up for 5 days. They used to have 
swings, cycles, sell food, buy bangles.  
 
Used to like to play hide and seek, especially on moonlit nights. Used 
to like washing clothes in the Taraw (Lake) and used to like reading. 
 
Moved in 1972 and lived with the in laws in Bolton. Used to go to 
sleep in an another house. It was very cold and hard with the 
children. House cost £400 in Birkdale Street and used to have English 
and Hindu neighbours.  
    

 
 

 


